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REMIT CLAIMS BANK MADE SLICK GRAFT MAYOR FAVORS
HIM PAY USURIOUS INTEREST ON FARMERS CITY CONDUIT
DURING EXAMINATION OF PRESIDENT REHKOPF, OF REH-
CHIEF COLLINS GETS WORD THINKS THIS WILL BE GREATKOPF SADDLERY COMPANY, YESTERDAY THAT GENTLE- TO LOOK OUT FOR THE THING FOR THE C/TY OF
' MAN SHOWED BY HIS BOOKS THAT DURING HE PAST Slit001.H ARfis r I PADUCAH.
TWO YEARS HIS FIRM HAD PAID THE AMERICAN-GER.r •
1
MAN NATIONAL BANK $ts,000 INTEREST AT A RATE EX- SUCCESSFULLY WORKS WILL WEED OUT POLES
CEEDING THAT PROVIDED BY THE BANKING LAWS OF FARMERS BY DEALS AND WIRES NOW USED
THIS STATE.
TRESTEE REED WILL DEMAND $28,000 OF BANK
Yesterday morning in the bankrupt
ecurt of Referee Bagby there was re-
sumed the personal examination of
Preident E. Rehkopf, of the F.- Reh-
kopf Sadery Company. The exami-
nation is the usual one held in litiga-
tirna of this nature, for purpose of
bi Aging out the assets and liabilities
of the concern.
Illarng the sitting Prevident Reh-
kalif brought out the fact, which was
tilletentiated by his office records,
that his company had on.d $14.000 in
isaarett daring the past two years to
lb, aiwricas-German Wational bank
*I diis city, at a usurious rate of in-
tense The lawyers fur the bank
bad to keep this from coming out,
but Presiden. Rehkopf produced hi
bests to that effect and proved the
aseersiosi.
Vie United States banking lav.
pnaeide that fi any hank charges a
fres a rate of interest in loans high-
- ALS the rate allowel by law the
bank can be compelled to pay back
Met double the total amount of inter-
ail say borrower paid for two years
kola, The rate fixed by law for Ken-
ii 6 per cent and Pres'.
MAY BE ABBOTT
lise Out on the Ocean Claimed to be
Sank Teller From Padua&
4 1Pailemah business roan recently
* 'Memphis met a merchant of that
Op seed the latter said he had just
from a trip to Europe and
en route over met a eating Into
aid his name wis -Charle, J.
, a bank teller of Paducah"
iteinetian says that "Miler" on
severing at London, started back to
drip country inside four bouts on an-
doer steamshp. Some speculate that
dab Miller was Phil Abbott, the em-
tdiag teller r,i the American-Get-bank.
DISMISS= OPERATORS.
illealmgeon Polka Judge Says He Has
No jurisdiction Over Coring-
' toe Pool Room.
...1111••••••••
(imimosa'. Nov. .23.—Police Judge
Jobs Read of Covington took the au-
thorities by surprise yesterday when
be dismissed John Kelly, 4hen Her-
bert and Tom Cameron, employes at-
recited in the raid on the Simonton
room on the charge of conduct4tig an
unlawful assembly. Read claimed lack
of jurisdiction. Mayor Beach or-
dered the raids to continue, and will
now have them arraigned in the coun-
ty court. There is great indignation
here and petitions are being printed
asking Gov. Beckham to have the
-special session of the. legislature, if it
called also to consider making
lusol room operation a felony.
•
VERDICT RENDERED.
Coroner's Jury Reported Mrs. Iltirod's
Death Came From Drink and
Wash Newt.
Yesterday morning Coroner Frank
Raker and County Attorney Alben
Barkley went out to the store near the
home of the late Mrs. Elrod, and
finished the inquest held into her
death of several weeks ago. 'Tbe
physicians who took out her stomach
reported that death was caused by ex-
.jCeseive drink and a weak heart. The
.'Coroner's jury then returned a ver-
, iet to this effect and were dis-
barged. They adjourned over from
wo weeks ego to let the experts
smalyze the stomach, which the chil-
dren had taken out, fearing she was
poivened.
JOHN BARKER, PLASTERER, ADVOCATES LETTING MUNICI-
CLAIMS SOMEONE STOLE PALITY CONSTRUCT SYS-
WATCH. TEM UNDER STREETS.
uent Rehkopf showed by his re-
cords that the American-German had
charged a rate thither than 6 per cent.
This fact being brought out, Trustee
Cecil Reed, of the Rahkopf firm, will
demand of this bank that $all„coo be
paid into the Rehkopf company's
hands, arid if refused, suit will prob-
ably be brought for collection of this
amount.Another thing the creditors attack- I
ed yesterday during the examination
were the warehouse re:eipts the Am•
erican- German National bank holds
from the Rehkopf firm on goods
*mountain* to about Sys.000. The
creditors claim many of these ware-
hose receipts should be turned backl
by the bank and the.fioods called for
in them, put in w'ith the remainder of
the stock and converted into cash for
distribution between the creditors.
Feferee Bagby on finishing with
yesterday's sitting, adjourned the fur-
ther examination of Mr. Rehkopf
over until next week, in order the at-
torneys in the case can t xamine some
documents and points they desire
looking into.
As yet the date has never been set
for sale of the Seck000 worth of uncoil
tested stock that Trustee Cecil Reed
warns converted into cash so the
Loony can partially ray off the
creditors. The trustee petitioned the
referee for this sale sonic weeks ago,
but it has never been acted on,_finally
Blind Husband Gets Warrant for H.
A. Nichols and Formers Wife,
Merging Adultery.
Chief James Collins lass received a
communication from Sheriff Edward
Smith of Quincy, Ill., in which the
Latter instructs the Paducah chief to
warn people against one of the slick-
est swindlers going around over the
country working farmers. Sheriff
smith says a reward of $3oo stands
out for the capture of the man who
is known as John L Butler, alias
John Hoover, alias John H. Kline.
Sheriff Smith says that Butler
will go to some susceptible farmer,
offer him a high price for his land,
get farmer to loan thm an abstra:t
of the property so he can show it to
his lawyer. The farmer will then
have a deed drawn up transferring
the property to Butler, who will then
discover He has not enough money to
pay in fall. He deposits a small
amount with the farmer, then lets the
homer give the deed to some reput-
able lawyer, to hold urtil the' next
day, when if Butler does not pay the
balance, the deed 15 to bc returned to
the farmer. Butler never pays the
balance, but watches the mails, and
when the deed is mailed to the farm-
er. Butler watches the free rural de
(Continued on Page Eight)
PADUCAH OPENS DOORS TO
GOVERNOR CUMMINS' PARTY
DISTINGUISHED DELEGATION WILL ARRIVE THIS MORNING
AT 8 O'CLOCK FROM SHILOH BATTLEFIELD WHERE
IOWAN MONUMENTS WERE DEDICATED WITH IlLPRZS-
srvE CEREMONDIS--PADUCAHANS WELCOME VISITORS
WHO WILL BE MET AT WHARF BY DELEGATION HEAD=
BY MAYOR D. A. mars. AND THE HOSPITABLE TOWN
TURNED OVER TO THE VISITORS, WHO LZAVIt THIS
EVENING AT 6:eo O'CLOCK FOR THEIR HOME IN IOWA.
"Yesterday afternoon at 5 o'clock
the steamers City of Saltillo and City
of Mernphia left the Shiloh battle-
field landing up the Tennessee river,
and will get here this morning at R
o'clock with Governor A. B. Cummins
of Iowa, and his party who have bees
to the field dedicating the monuments
which mark sites occupied during the
Civil war by Iowan regiments. On
front by Mayor Yeiser, many city
officials, and a large delegation of
citizens who will take charge of the
delegation and cause them to while
the day away pleasantly, showing
them around. The Elks' Home on
North Fifth will be an "open house"
all day in honor of the party
Colonel Reati Campbell, who has
charge of the onting, has been in the
city several days, coming up in charge
of the governor's special train from
Johnsonville, Tenn , where the dele-
gation left the coaches last Tuesday
and took the steamer Saltillo that car-
ried them on to the battlefield.
The train consists of six sleepers
two dining cars, baggage cars and
others, all of which are laying at the
Union depot, on which they will leave
this evening right behind the 6.30
twin leaving for St. Louis by way of
Cairo. The delegation starts back
home at that hour, and on the ar-
rival at Des Moines, will have com-
pleted a two weeks' tour, during which
time they dedicated monuments at
Vicksburg. Andersonville, Lookout
Mountain, Missionary Ridge, Rose-
ville Gap, and Shiloh.
Mr. Campbell is general manager
of The American Tourists Association
of Chicago, and has complete charge
of the important outing by the
Iowans.
The City Saltillo proceeds on to St.
Louis today, while the City of Mem-
phis remains here and will next Wed-
nesday take the place of the steamer
Clyde in the weekly. Tennessee river
trade Ott 01 this city. The Clyde
when she comes out of the Tennessee
next Monday night, unloads and goes
to the marine ways where she will
be pulled out for a thorough over-
hauling.
Those in the governor's party are










and Mrs. Charles Aldrtch
Boone.
T. C. Alexander, Oakissi
E. E Alexander, Oakland.
and Mrs. W. S. Alger, Red Oak
E. B. Bascom, Lansing.
and Mrs. E. J. C. Beeler. Cedar
rapids.
Col. W. B. Bell, Washington, Iowa
Miss Bell, Washington.
Mrs. Hervey Bell, Washington.
Mr. D. C. Bishard, Altoona.
Col. and Mrs. L. C. Blanchard
Oskaloosa.
Capt. and Mrs. J. A Brewer, Des
Moines.
Mr. John Briar, Des moines.
Major S. H. M. Byers, Des Moines.
Mr Webb.Byers, Harlan.
MT. J. W. Carson, Woodburn.
Col. Chas. A. Clark, Cedar Rapids
Mr. Jno. F. G. Cold Grundy Center
Mr. R. D. Cramer, Memphis, Mo.
Mt. Frank Critz, Riverside.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Crosley, Web-
ster City.
Gov. and Mrs. A S. Commine Dea
Moines.
Mr. Jas. H. Dean, Des Moines.
Mr. and Mrs. M. V. B. Evans
Beness.
Mr. John G. Farmer, Cedar Rapids
Mr. J. D. Fegan, Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. R. 'A. Finlaysott,
Grundy Center.
Mr. J. A. Fitchpatrick, Nevada,
Mr. Elliott Frazier, Morning Sen.
?Or. S. G. Prink, Tipton.
Coalffeued on Page rive.
Theo Compel Telephone, Telegraph
and Electric Companies to Pat
Wires Underground.
WIFE DIVORCED AND GIVEN ,
POSSESSION OF CHILD
PRINCESS. HART HAD MARTIAL TIES WITH HER HUSBAND •
LESLIE G. HART, DISSOLVED, AND GIVEN CUSTODY OF
•T: • " 
• r or
HOME SET ASIDE AND bri. PLR/411111'EL TO PAY Oil -
THE JUDGMENT GIP HUSBANDS GOT AGAINST WIll—
ADDA MERR/TT AND HER HUSBAND BOTH REFUSED A
DIVORCE BY THE COURT—YESTERDAY LAST DAY POI
FILING SUITS THAT COME UP ON APPEARANCE DOCKET
NEXT MONTH. •
Judge Red in the circuit court yes- 1 Rudolph, administrator of Bozenasus
terday granted Princess Hart di. against The Prudential Life leaus%
vorce from her husband, Leslie G ance Company
Hart, and gave the mother possession Assignee Joins Rock. of The Pot*
• of their little girl, Thelma Hart cab Towing Company, filed Ma
Leslie Hart several weeks ago came port showing he had sold the Mary
here and tried to kidnap the child hiicheal to Wm. Katterjohn. The re-
but was overtaken at the Union depot pet was confirmed.
by the mother. Mrs. Hart and he A judgment dividing property wee
separated some months ago, he re- rendered in the litigation of W C
Mayor Yeteer says that it i 
maining in Memphis and she coming ITtsworth and others against Joseph
s more 
than probable he will lay before the 
here to reside with her mother, Mrs Titeworth.
incoming democratic legislative off' 
Byrd of Kentucky avenue between. There was submitted to the judge
Third and Fourth streets. While the for 
executrix 
ofR Ca deciseiontrthe action of Mary -
adseegefaenlictisscioantLor raver. la Maneerkin, ta:hperoreperia tpylaitteseilit
There was also submitted the suit
of F. M. McGlathery against Chaste
Hall. McGlathery bought Hare Oh-
eery. and claims he found the immoblies
in arcondition other than represented
by Hall when the deal was made idle-
Glathery sues fur. recovery nil a ems
tam n portitrn of the pric paid for Ilse
grocery.
Judge D. G. Park filed a reeves*,
setting forth that he knew not of dhe
whereabouts of certain papers -wasted
in the suit of Frank Lucas *galled
Constable A. C Shelton Park's law.
office outfit was sold under Geese
orders to satisfy rent due the Fratern-
ity banding, Lams claims he bought
tin- Park library, but that Skelnee
afterwittds refused to turn it over t•
him. Shelton conducting the sale
Limes sues Shelton to compel him te
deliver the library.
.kdda Merritt filed suit for divorce
iffaisat her Husband L. D. leered.
The defendant out in a crost-petition
askipg for divorce from the plaintiff
The judge refused both a divorce sad
distalseed the litigation neither stab(
no sufficient GUM for aetinn.
The litigation of Hick,s vv. Ito
son was imbnitted. Hicks sold 111‘k•
insou some property and now sees
for notes given in payment.
The plaintiff was ruled to execute
bond for probable costs of the ,seet
of Wm. S. Bransford againsi the
Starks-Ullman Saddlery. Compater
wherein plaintiff claims detenelast
,,wes him for goods sold the Padutall
.irm by Bransford.
The defendant was ruled to answer
by January tat under penalty in tra
snit of Rack vs. Sanders.
oaf. next January a proposition
which he believes will do away en-
tirely ,,s^,th the many ovrrhcad telc
phone, ,,,egraph and lectrie light
wires, and also the poles standing
along the public thoroughfares.
Tbe mayor is the advocate of a
"esemicipal conduit' system, by which
P'.' means let the city authorities lay
one huge conduit system underneath
the public thoroughfares of this city,
and charge an equal proportion of its
cost to, the telephone, telegraph and
electric light companies, according to
the number of wires accommodated.
Over every foot of public street in
this city there are hundreds of wires
used by these companies, and they,
are always breaking, endangering the
lives of people passing, while the con-
crete sidewalks and streets have to
be constantly torn up when old poles
are taken down and new ones gat up.
.Tffe mayor advocates the city put-
deg dbwn one large uindkgrnd
conduit system that will care for the
needs for years to come He wants
(Ceintimmtl on Page Right)
mother was at lie; work in the old!
telephone company's exchange rooms
and the grandmother at the niarket
making purchases. Hart slipped into
the house, got the little girl and
started to' the depot where he was
overtaken by the mother who was in-
formed of the incident by parties see-
ing Hart slip the child out The
mother rushed out to the depot in a
buggy and recovered the child just as
the father was preparing to take the
train for the Bluff City with the child
Mrs. Hart had filed the divorce suit
before that, and this probably acted
as an incentive for the father to come
and try to get the little one.
In the suit of Gip Husbands against
Sam Holten the defendant asked the
court to set aside the sale of the
master commissioner who sold Hol-
lan's home on North Seventh street
so the money could be taken to pay
Husband's debt. Holten asked that
the sale be set aside, he to retain his
home and pay into court the cash
sufficient to raise the debt.
,  There vrxt submitted to the court
for decieion the suit of Felix G
-
WOMAN'S CLUB THE CENTER
OFQ,MUCH INTEREST -NW
THE LADIES FINISHED THEIR ORGANIZATION YESTERDAY
BY NAMING THE BALANCE OF THE OFFICERS, AND
ADOPTING THE BY LAWS UNDER WHICH THE BODY WILL
OPERATE—THEY INTEND CONSTRUCTING THEIR OWN
BUILDING AND ALWAYS TAKE A LEADING PART IN
CIVIC, LITERARY, ARTISTIC AND OTHER MATTERS THAT
TOOK TOWARDS ADVANCEMENT OF EVERYTHING IN GEN
ERA L
All Paducah has noticed with much
appreciation that the progressive la-
dies of the city 'have taken up The
Woman's Club proposition in a vig-
o:ocis manner, which shows they in-
tend carrying the idea through to
success, like that which caps all their
laudable efforts into which they enter
heart and soul. The women are deep
IV enthused over their project, which
Is proving of about as much interest
to the men, who intend rendering
what aid possible, when the ladies
la them know it is needed
Yesterday afternoon the charter
members of the organization met at
the parlors of The Palmer for the
purpose of completing their organi-
zation which was first taken up last
week, at which time the president,
Mrs. James A. Rudy, named her com-
mitee to bring in nominations for
the temaining officers. It was to
hear these reports, and that from the
committee on by-laws and constitu-
tion, that the gathering was held yes-
terday afternoon, and the large and
alert attendance evidenced the deep
and detremined Manner in which the
women are taking up their cause.
10to the meeting being called to
order by Mrs. RIMY the committee
report 'dthe ..-following bad been
chosen for the respective positions,
and they were elected:
First Vice President --Mrs. Mus-
toe Burnett.







The nominating committee has se-
lected several of the heeds of the clif-
f, rent degartments, be is waling un-
everrone is chosen until they re
port them tp the full meeting for
confirmation, which will be the first
Thursday of next month
Yesterday the committee on by-
laws and constitution handed in its
report, and it intluded one of the
strongest set of ruies for guid-
ance of the organization that was
ever adopted by any similar body the
country over.
The names of thirty new members
were added to the list yesterday,
while the -rolls are growing steadily
every day, and the club women be-
lieve they will have one of the
strongest organizations in the coun-
try by the first of neat year. Already
about 6o have affiliated.
As soon as the finance committee
named a vigorous campaign will
be started by the ladies, who intend
raising funds out of which they will
purchase grounds and erect thereon
the "Woman's Club" building, which
will be the center of their meetings.
The members will get the members of
the Delphic, Magazine, and other lit-
erary organizations of thi., cit% t.,
affiliate with The Woman's club.
The Ladies' Club building will
be a handsome structure and a
very popular gathering point. It is
their intention to always take lead-
ing and active part in things looking
towards civic betterment, advance-
ment of literary matter., arts from
every standpoint, and in fact advocate
everything that tends to higher ideals
and rood restrits from every sphere.
The ladies yesterday by their by-
laws set the first and third Thurs-
days as the time for their meetings,
which will be conducted in The Pal-
mer parlors until they choose their
regular place of assembly that will
be utilized until their building is
I ,omputst "7_71111111
Last Day For Baits.
Yesterday was the - last day in
which there could be 6.1ed in the cir-
cuit 'court suits entered on the "ap-
pearance docket" that is gone over
when the judge opens the December
term of criminal court When he
goes over the docket the parti• a must
either answer. or judgment goes by
default. Those answered to by the
defendants then come up for trial div-
ing the regular civil term in January.
Sued on Account.
Abe T. Livingston & Co. filed suit
yesterday against J M Perkins N
Brother for a $254r5 balance claimed
due for goods plaintiff furnished de-
TEMPERANCE FIGHT
ON AT SOMERSIT
Effort Being Made to Put the Seven-
teen Saloons in the City Out
of Business.
Somerset. Ky., Nov. 23.—Since
the regular 'November election he.
passed, the temperance fight in Som-
erset has been taken up with renewed
energy and vim by the anti-liquor
element, and a red-hot campaign is
row being waged against the seven-
teen saloons that are doing business
here. The best orators from other
points are being used in con-
junction with th local speaker,. and
mass meetings are being held at dm
provide that if any bank chanzes a
the churches in the town giving way
tt these meetings Col. G. W. Bain.
of Lexington, delivered a 1 ecturf,
%today afternoon and one Sunday
night, and an effort Is being made to
secure the services of ledge Miser,





At &T the FROMCA  tothes SAD MISSION
'Rev. T. J. Newell and family, with
exception of Miss Virginia Newell
'leave this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
for Paris Tenn., where they spend
several days visiting the minister's
daughter, Mrs. Richard Dunlap. From
'there they proceed to Brownsville
Tenn., where Rev. Newell will be the
'nw presiding elder for that district
Kentnc.ky Avenue Presbyterian.
Rev. J. C. Henry of Nashville, ar-
rived here yesterday and is stopping
at the residence of Mr. Clarence•Sher-
rin on Fountain avenue. He has ac-i
cepted the call extended him to come
here and assume pastoral charge of
the Kentucky avenue Presbyterian
church, and will tomorrow officially.
Trimble Street Methodist
Rev. G. W. Banks comes today
from Memphis to preach tomorrow
stooling and night at the Trimble
street Methodist church. Rev. W. W
Armstrong the former pastor, left
yesterday morning for Greenfield ,
Tenn., to preach tomorrow morning
and night at his new charge there
He will then come back here and next
,Tuesday take his family down la
Greetrfield to stay.
Third Street Methodist
Rev Peter Fields of the Third
street Methodist church tomorrow
morning preaches on "Suffering of
Christ," this being his opening ser-
mon for his third year here. Tomor-
row night 'he fills the pulpit, but has
not yet decided upon his topic
Second Baptist
Rev. J. S. Pate will arrive today
from Hopkinsville and preseictomor-
row morning and night at the Second
.11aptist church. He is the new pastor
who has accepted the .call for the
church here, 'but has not been able to
move his family and household effects
over from Ropkinsville on -account
of the unsettled condition of railroad
traffic. He m411 bring his family here
next week. and they will occupy o
house on Sot" Ninth street near the
attach
Tenth Street Christian.
Sunday school services and corn-
reunion will be held tomorrow morn-
ing at the Tenth street Christian
church There will he no preaching
Thanksgiving Services.
The congregations of this city are
now beginning acrangements for the
Thanksgiving services at the
churches Service; will be held in
nearly every church in the city Theo
day.
Grace Bniseepai.
Regular services will be held tomor-
row morning and afternoon by +Rector
David C Wright at. Grace Episcopal
clinrch
Pirst Chuirtian.
Sunday school and communios will
be held tomorrow morning at the
First Christian church.
Ndw Divine Coming.
Late last night Presiding Elder
Blockard received a message from
Rev. W. T. Bolling whereia the lat-
ter annoanced that he would arrive
this evening at Sao o'clock over the
N , C. Sr St. L. railroad, and preach
tainorrow marning and evening at the
Broadway Methodist church.
inform the congregation to this effect
He fills the pulpit tomorrow morning
and night. He will then go back to
Nashville and come back here with his
wife and two children sometime next
meek to reside. As the parsonage is
leased out as a private residence to
Mr. Street, the new pastor will select
a home elsewhere in the city.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Preaching tomorrow morning and
evening at the Mechaniesburg Chris-
tian church by Rev. Varble. Sunday
school worship will be held at 2.30
o'clock in the afternoon.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First Pres-
byterian church, will preach on "The
Ministry of the Countenance" tomor-
row morning, while his theme for the
evening service will he "Hidden
Valois."
North Twelfth tiaptist.
Rev. E 11 Cunningham continues
conducting nightly services at the
North Twelfth street flautist mi,sion
large congregations coming oat to
hear some of his excellent discourses.
Sunday school occurs tomorrow after-
noon at 3 o'clock
Meeheigadierg Methodist
Rev Perrytnan will bold regular
services tomorrow morning and even-
ing at the Mechanicsberrg Methodist
church.
Young People's Society.
The Young People's saciety of
Christian Endeavoc for the Kentucky
avenue Presbyterian church will have
a cake sale today at Ogilvie's store on
Frairth and Broadway.
Left Yesterday.
Rev. John L. Stuart, wife and son
Rev. Warren Stuart, isent to Mobile
sad New Orleans yesterday morning
after visiting their son and brother
Dr. David T. Stuart at Hotel Craig
The former will return the first of the
year for another stay, before depart-




Res W K Piller. has been trans-
ferred from the Oklahoma' City; Okla.
Methodist church, to .the °se at
Tampa, Fla. His wife's health neces-
sitated the change. He is 'well re-
membered in Paducah where he con-
ducted a successful revival several
years ago at the Broadwas M E
Church.
.Mission Workers
Res. W elides of the -Rescue
Mission. on South Third street y.aster-
atay said.
Opening Sermon. "Tharassgiving is almost here and
Rev. T. J Owen preaches I 'hope that those as hcrm. the Lord has
-tow morning at the Rebiland Meths)
dist chnrch, it being the first sermon
since conference transferred 'him 40
'the Reidland circuit. At-the evening
'sour he fills the pplpit sSf the Weat
-Tennessee street 'Methodist church.
_
First Baptist.
'Rev. Calvin M. Thompson of the
'First Baptist church preaches terror-
-row morning on "Spiritual Fortune
-Telling" while at the ev'en'ing %our
.the them is ‘aan Unanswerable QueS-
iion'
German Lutheran.
German sersices will be heal to-
morrow morning and Snglish services*
in the evening. lav Res, s T
• .• Lotman Lutheraa church on
South Irettrth street.
German !Evangelical,
l'orriarrow morning Rev Wra
Tiourquin, of the German Eaangelical
Atwell cf South Fifth street. will hold
German worship. whitle at the evening
hoer his theme will be "Follow Me,"
prtaided vrith means will remember
their poorer brethren on or before the
nation's &ay of thaoks
"In visiting and ministering la. the
P .1 we have fount many ia -dive
need during the pact two weeke. sod
we have Risen away soo useful articles
.of 'clothing. To others we gave mon-
ey food. feel and in Arne instarnees
bedsteads. These articles, of conrse
were .sent at by charitably inclined
people. but There :5 a constant de-
mand for all watget
'This is the last month of the
eighth year of our wotk of holding
gospel services every night and visit.
to the poor every day. We have owe
own cooveyance and gladly call
anywitere .ave are noticed eall by
the charitably inclined.' We will glad-
ly accept quilts, carpets, rugs, cloth-
ing or anything of a useful nature




The Jutijor Warden Missionary so-
ciety of the 13roadway Methodist
church will meet at 3 o'clock thisin the English language. Services will




Rev. Wm. Bourquin, president ofthe :McCracken County Sumlay-schoof
'Association, will next Thurolay nigfitat 7:30 o'clock hold a Sunday school
convention at the Methodist churchin Woodville at which time represen-tative% will be present from every
congregation within the eight magis-terial districts of this cranny Thiswill be the first magisterial conven-tion. following the general countyconvention which was held here thefirst of this week, and notch good waseflastSrl
Comes Next Week.
Rev. IV J. Naylor will not arriveere until sometime next week tn taltecharge of the Paducah Methodist mi.,sioni He is being delayed in gettingaway from his former station.
NEGRO JUDGE IN
CHICAGO'. DEPEATSD
He Was. Elected Sett Republicans
Could Not Stand It.
Chicsgo. Nov. 23.—Charges of fraud
through ."criminal collusion and con-
spiracy" of election judges and clerks
in certain precincts were made last
night by r. TI Wright attorney for
P. L. Barnett. immediately after the
completion of the official canvass of
the returns showing that Thomas
Larttry, Democratic candidate for two-
year municipal judgeship, had de-
feated the colored Republican by 304
vote,.
Attorney Wright' further declared
his belief that his etinent. Barnett
was elected by a pletraJity of 3.000
"neither he nor Barnett would say
that contect against I,fttstry would
hes started.
•••••..
JUDGE CAMPBELL AND SIS-
TERS EXPECTED TODAY
FROM ST. LOUIS.
Judge O'Neill Ryan Stated That Mr.
Campbell Was one of the Most
Brilliant of Lawyers.
Judge James Campbell and sisters
Mesdames Florence Mocquot, Mary
Alexander and Carrie Flournoy, are
expected borne today or tomrrow
from St. 'Louis, where they were
called by the death of their brother,
Hon. Given Campbell. Tuesday even-
ing. The remain, were interred
'Thursday.
The St. 'Louis Republic of Wednes-
day beneath a fine picture of Mr
Campbell on the front page, stated as
iollows regarding his death:
"Given Campbell, for years a dis-
tinguished member of the St. Louis
bar and veteran of the civil war
through which conflict he fought un-
der the Confederate flag with honor
died of heart failure at the home of
his son, Dr. Given Campbell, Jr, No.
34119 Morgan street, shortly before 9
o'clock last night. The end caire slid
denly.
"A year ago this month Mr. Camp-
bell retired from active practice and
decided to round out his life on ,and
he purchased in Kentucky, nis na-
tive state. He returned to St. Louis
a few weeks ago, an invalid. Ilis ill-
ness was not consdered serions. how-
ever, by members of the family vad
death was tinexp-cted.
"Mr. Campbell was born in :ialsm
Ky. on December 1, *$15 He stud-
ied law in the University of Vi-zinta,
and after graduation came to St
Louis to practice. Soon alter bit ar-
rival the civil war started, and as a
loyal son of the South. Mr. Camp,
hell cast his lot with the Gray, and
fought with distinction ttnt•1 appo-
matox.
"Retiring with the rank of colonel
Mr Campbell returned to St Louis
to take up law. Later he went to
New Orleans. where he remained un-
VI the fall of tf473, when he once
more returned to St. Louis
"Mr. Campbell continued at active
work until last November, when he
decided to retire
"He purchased a tract of land near
Padneith. Ky. and removed there, but
illness forced him to crime back to
St. Louis, and he took up his resi-
dence with hi' sae.
"Mr. Campbell married in t86s Miss
Susan Elizabeth Woods, danght• r of
Robert K. Woods .i well known nier-
chsnt in St. Lou :a the civil war
period. I-1'e is survived by the wid-
ow, two ions, 'Dr. Given Campbell
and James C. Campbell. who is a
lawyer here, and a saarughteolIrs Al-
bert D. Evans.
"Mr. Campbell held city office only
once. He was a member of th- c ty
council in Ilkso, but resign .1 before
his term was finiithet 'He was a Ma-
tson and a member Of the Grand Ase-
nue Presbyterian chute,
"Judge O'Neill 'Ryan. nith whom
Mr. Campbell was essoc4ated in prac-
tice, at one time, gra, last night that
Mr Campbell was one af the most
brilliant lawyers he ball ever known."
Has a Toe for a-Thumb.
Berlin. Nov. 't.;—A young man
with a toe for a thrmfb has been on
view at a meeting of the Berlin Med-
ical society.
When he was a child he lost his
right thumb in a straw-cetting ma-
chine, and this defect hampered him
when he started his career in a mer-
chant's office, so that he lost hope
off suoceedinr in asminess
He was sent to a Berlin hospital
liere the leasfiniz surgeon said he
would try to oive him a new thumb
Incisions were made in the stump
of his thumb and the hie- toe of his
right foot, and both were joined to-
gether. For seventeen days his hand
and foot were tightly bound together
in. plaster of paris, and when the ban-
dages wee: removed it appeared that
the bones and sinews had firmly-
grown together.
Today the young man uses his -new
thumb oerfectly" well -and writes with
eace.
BOY HERO.
Nicholawidle, Ky., Nov. 23.—As
effort is being made by prominent cit.-
irons here to sector the Carnegie
medal and a portion of the Carnegie
hero fund for Lawrence Wilds, the
12-year-old con of Mts. Lizzie Wilds
Last March. while young Wilds and
free-year-old .companion, Charlie
Duncan, were playing on the banks
of a nemcf, the yonnger-cltilcl fell -
Lawrence, at the risk of -his own life,
pulled the boy ont, and then used ef-
fective 'measures to eject the water
from the hoy's lungs. Young Wilds it
a bright, manly little fellow, who
stands well in his classes and works
after school hones_ He is a nephew
of Senator T. IL Waist 1/1 • "rf
FOli PROMOTING





Alleged to Have Obtained Nearly One
Million Dollars from Vic-
tims by Scheme.
Chicago, NOV. 23.—Se Ife r a l under-
writing companies alleged to be the
largest fraudulent concerns of ;the
kind ever operating in Chicago were
raided here by United States mar-
shals. The concerns are accused of
promoting fraudulent enterprises. Ac-
cording to federal authorities the
men accused of operating the swin-
dles had many vict ms and obtained
nearly a million dollars by the scheme
The names of the man arrested and
the companies with which the federal
authorities say they are connected
follow:
W. J. Root, president; W. H
Welch, vice president. and W. D. Hul-
bert, secretary of the Central States
Underwriting & Guarantee company;
Charles Endicott Brown, president of
the Prudential Securities Corporation
Brokers; Frank S. Winslow, presi-
dent of the American Corporation &
Security company: Fora C. Barnum
president of Ore National Stock &
Guarantee company and the Bankers'
Credit & Mercantile company, and
David C. Owing, National tSock &
Guaranty company.
Ifulburt, Root and Welch were tak-
en to the United States district court
and gave bonds of istau each for their
appearance for trial.
The postal authorities say the un-
derwriting companies were in league
with certain of the brokers, with
whom they divided the fee taken He
the supposed underwriting e hich was
never done.
The plan by which the swindles
were carried on it is allege involved
rcpresentat'ons in the Un d States
mails that the underwriting -rid guar-
anty, companies had giver '-nit com-
panies certain assets an. collateral
security to indemnify hone • given the
investors limit the time 'he bonds
matured. The corporattott • were giv-
en bonds at maturing per. 'di all the
way from twenty to ferry years
In mine the mails to circulate their
methods of doing business the com-
panies informed corporate enterprises
desiring money that the. could se-
cure funds by calling at iie Chicago
offices. On arrival in t h cago the
carats-anion officials would be intro-
rinsed to the alleged cap:•alists, who
represented that they hod available
capital to finance luisineaa proposi-
tions and would buy Co' rnderwritten
stock asnrvided the c.irp.iration offi-
cers would have them underwritten
Its responsible guar •nty companies It
is asserted that tl• o alleged capital-
ots would then a se that the work
he tIone las the (ventral States Under-
writine & Guarinty company, the
AtneritTn Corporation & Securities
comnsaa or th National Stock ar
Gesea-oy corral-1y of San. Francisco
The victim al% assure.' that there
.ald be to •!oubt that the stock on
d -written ,,,,n1c1 be sold, as the capi
tar sti 1. v ham the victims had been
artrothicer1 would be certain to buy
them The 'broke, wor'd take th
rn-n seeking '14- mulera-riting to th
offices hi the guaranty co-npanies and
arrange for guaranteeing the bonds on
payment of a fee of T pe.- cent of th
amount of underwriting
(Nashville Banner.)
Senator John T. Morgan, the ven-
erable Alabama statesman, is report-
ed as declaring that the next national
Democratic platform should make the
unqualified asservation that the Unit-
ed States is "a white man's country."
Such an assertion could have but sine
meaning. It would be equivalent to
a demand for a repeal of the fifteenth
amendment to the constOution. It
would at least be directly in the face
of the spirit of that amendment mid
the repeal of the amendment would
be the only practical application of
the such a declaration vsouldi
Senator Morgan is one of the gen-
era•ion of Southerners who had
reached mature years before the pe-
riod of the civil war, but he is prob-
ably no more insistent on the rule
of the white man than the young men
of the South just now coming into
their majority. Senator Carmack
who is still on the sunny side of the
half century mark, had an article in
the Olympian Mavazine which was
published in Nashville two years ago
tentative argument in favor of the re-
peal of the fifteenth amendment A
pamphlet recently issued by Mr. Hen-
ry Peck Fry, a member of the Chat-
tanoosra bar, entitled. "The Voice of
the Third Generation." and which
purports to be an appeal front the
young white men of the South to
those of the country at large, maks.'
the declaration that "The third gen-
eration says to the young American
of the North and Fast. this is a white
man's country" That is the language
I Senator Morgan eroposee for a plat-
form declaration anti would seem to
nor.-ate that in this particular nerti-
, ment extremes in are have met.
The thesis of Mr Frye" pamphlet
'is that the •reneal of 'the fifteenth
I amendment is the only possible solu-
tion to the race problem. The great-
er part of what he has to say is a re-
threshing of much winnowed straw
He argon that the nesrrta's inherent
joesose:ry for self-genrernment IS
shown by the Ione benirhtment of
the race He cites some familiar rpm.'
wines from Lincoln showing that.
'he great emancipatnr did not pro-1
pose social or political eqiiality of
negrnes and whites, and he fines:
thrtaigh the mad period of recon•trise
tion when prejudice and rancor drove
the leaders of the dominating party
in congress to fanatical extremes All
of this has been heard many times be-
fore. but Mr Fr%e touches on newer
groupd and makes a really ingenious
argument ashen he under*kes to
tonve that the thirteenth, fourttonth
and fifteenth amendments are with-
out legal sanction other than what
they have acquired by a tacit acknnwl-
edrment of their binding effect The
thirteenth amendment, he says, 'was
never ratified in enough states to
make it valid.- and that being true
the succeeding amendments were not
applicable to the negro race.
Mr. Frye quotes a decision of the
Federal supreme court to the effect
that the attempted secession of elev-
en states at one time affected their
status as states of the union, and then
adds. "This right to freely vote on
the thirteenth amendment was denied
to the Snuthern states. and we have
e the curious anomaly of states %%hid'
e had never been out of the union hav-
ing the thirteenth amendment handed
to them on the (Mint of a bayonet
✓
 
and told that they could not get into
SWARMS DISAPPEAR
WHEN BEE MAN DIES
Some Found Near Grave After Fu-
neral They Attended.
Wail Lake, Iowa. Nov. 13.—Oliver
J. Seer, a pioneer bee man, is deull
It has been his custom to move
among his bees without covring his
hands or face The bees followed
him about the house and yard.
He never lost an opportunity to
minister to thei'r wants, and he be-
lieved the insect; had a real attach-
ment for him.
From the day of Seer's death there
was unrest in the colony of bees. On
the day Of his funeral they swarmed
about the hearse and thotseands fol-
lowed it to the cemetery.
The following day it was discovered
that she hives were deserted. Several
swarms of bees were found in the
trees *ear the grave of their former
owner. The others had disappeared
A Costly Joke.
•A California joker sent a telegram
to his friend, who was particularly
"close" in money matters. The tele-
gram was: "I am perfectly welt'
and it was sent "collect." Evidently
the telegram set the mean man think-
ing. A week afterward the joker had
a very heavy package brought to him
with nearly $5 to pay on it. On Open-,
ing it he found a stcf.ic with his thrif-
ty friend's card and these words:
"This represents the weight your tel-
egram lifted from my heart"—The
Arsenate.
the union until they had ratified
This is interesting mostly from as
academic point of view. The amend-
ments have • in force for nearly
forty years . question of the&
legality is to be raised In
any practical :m.
Mr. Frye's further contention. that
the repeal of the fifteenth amendment
mould break up "the solid South" and
do away with sectiolial politics, has
more force. He al-- makes a good *
point in charging inconsistency upon
the Republican party in its treatise*
of the Filipinos as contrasted with "ti
policy toward the neoly liberated ne-
gro slaves, who oerc no better qual-
ified for citItenshzp amid self-rule
HOT SHOT FOR
FOREIGN MISSIONS
LABOR LEADER SAYS THERE'S
PLENTY TO DO LO-
CALLY
$ I 5,000 POD Spent Annually Among the
Heathen, While Spiritual Starva-
tion Stalks at Horne.
Chicago, Noy. as—When the Bap-
tist Mini•terial association reuseeted
L. P. Straube to deliver an address
brfnre its members it assumed that
Straube, alio is huoness manager f
the Allied Printing Trades council,
would discuss he prineples of an'on
Libor Stranbe. however, chose to
talk an the subject am missionary
%ark among the heathen Ills cen-
sure of the ministrrol association its
so far as it tended to promote such
missionary work, was so severe that
the members of his audience we-e
squirming in their chairs before he
was fairly started.
"If there is anyehing in the old mot-
to that 'Charity begins at harm,' i. is
about time you people. stopped send'
ing $15.00n,000 a year to help the
heathen," be declared. "If you would
let organized labor advise you you
would learn how to do a lot more
Rowvi oith that Sts.00n.oao right at
home than you can with it on .be
sands of Africa. Do you realize that
right here in Chicago girls se working
in stores for from $s to $8 a week,
of which they have to spend from $3
to $4 for a room, to say nothing of
board and clothes and other neces-
sities if you really want to save
seals, save the souls of these young
women, and remember to bet; • your
utak by relieving the want. af the
body You ought to know better
than to force tracts on a starving per-
son Don't forget that before y-cia can
cram religion down a per.on's throat
you must see thy he filled with
more material food Then the spirit-
ual side of the sinner may assert a
self."
The ministers listeoed to Straube
in silence Men he concluded they
gave him a rote of thanks. Discus-
%ion of his remarks were re/erred
until the next meeting.
Many a man has seen the htinitiftil
flowers blooming along his pathway
only because the burden he carried
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WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paging rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as yogi
pay rent. Vacant lots in all par of the city. Nice lots on Os
proposed car MIMEOS On aro ad to unites depot sad on Mien
Millet/ from liso to limo each. Buy now on installment plan
while cheap. Trio is the highest ground in the city. Property is
anvancing rapidly. 101101111111ins1 e=miii
WCRACKEN REAL ESTATE el, MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORAVED.













































































• E HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS
THE cosr OF LUXURIES IM-
PORTED LAST YEAR
Luxuries costing the neat sum of' from Europe; not that they are all
Sitsce000,000 were imported and en- grown or. manufactured here but
joyed by the people of the United European merchants are intermedi
States during the fiscal year of 1906 aries through which the finery of the
which has just ended, and among the Orient and the gems of the Dark
its which go to make up this as- Continent pass to America. The
toUnding total are opium, costing United Kingdom and the Netherlands
er,250,00ts; champagne to the tune of sell us the greatest quantity, leading
$6.000,000; perfumery and other toilet with $u,000,000 worth of diamonds
"necessary luxuries" worth $1,000e000; each, while little Switzerland takes
ostrich feathers end artificial flowers $11,214,718 from America for its
ad mks. 111.000.000. and pipes end laces and embroideries.
faacy aricles for the smoker ;Soo,- France gets 90 per cent of the
Om Besides the $7,000,000 mentioned money the United States spends for
are cigars and tobacco, which run up champagne, and Belgium and the
neerle eeenno.000 more. and prove United Kingdom get moo of tile nth -
hat the kmcrican who can afford to er to per cent.
 "manowx.r."..„„__
ROOTS VIEW ' CLAY PINE
ON EXPANSION WAS INuICTIO
HE DISCUSSES TRADE WITH ST. LOUIS OIL MAGNATE IS
SOUTH AMERICAN CHARGED WITH PERJURY
REPUBLICS. TO ESCAPE LAW.
Mr. E. H. Harriman Also Addresses Later Swore That Standard Oil
Trans-Mississippi Commer- Really Owned Waters-
cial Congress. Pierce Co.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 23.—Before St. Louis. Nov. 23.—Henry Clay
the Trans-Mississippi Commercial Pierce, the most aristocratic of St.
congress here Elihu Root secretary Louis multi-millionaires, who travels
of state, delivered his second speech by land in his Private palace car and
in this cey within two days. His by sea on his palatial yacbt, has been
ti the fee:lire of the first indicted for perjury by the gradn
day's session of the congress, which jury of Travis County, Tex. The in-
buy imported smokes and chews is' Germany sells us Sdoaeost worth convened yesterday morning. Mr dictment grows out of an Affidavit
here in numbers. of dress trimmings, while France fur- Root dwelt upon our reatiens with Pierce made in Austin, May 3o, Iwo,
A decail ago the sons and daugh- nishes $10,391474 worth of such the South American republics, telling which he took oath that the Wal-
ters
-
 of Uncle Sam managed to con- things.
tent themselves wnh the consump- Cigars and tobacco imported come 
• • of Iris recent trip through these coun- ers-Pierce Oil Co., of which he waitfl ees. He said the time had come then preside*, was not a party totime of Sst,000.000 worth of imported mainly from Cuba. but Turkey sup- for the expansion of trade between any Trust or combination to controlluxuries which was the figure for plies Si.000.000 worth. and the Nets-1 the cciuntries of the North and South thc supply and fix the price of any
that would result in the peaceful pros- commodey..
perity of a mighty commerce. He The affidavit was made by Pierce
declared that the means of communi- when he was seeking a permit again
cation between these countries must to do business in Texas his company
be improved and increased and said having been convicted in the state
the "Woeful deficiency in the means courts of being controlled by the
to carry on and enlarge our Smith Standard Oil Co. and of having been
American trade is but a part of the given a monopoly on the oil business
general decline and feebleness of the in Texas.
American merchant marine. The conviction of the Waters-
Secretary Root's subject was "Cot-n.. Pierce Oil Co.. led to its reorganize-
mercial Union With South American lion in May, woo. The 448 shares
Republics." of stock in the company previously
An interesting incident .of the af- held by the Standard Oil Trust ap-
ternoon session was the demand of a !oared on the books of the reorgan-Colorado delegate that he be allowed ized company in the name of Pierce
to answer the speech of E. H. Harn- but it Its i been admitted in the Nie-man, which was delivered soon after souri ouster proceedings that Piercethe session convened. Mr. Harri- held them in his name as a subter-
man's speech was an elaboration of inge to deceive the officials of Texashis remarks at tht Commercial club se, that they would grant the corn-banquet Monday night. He criticized pany a license to resuhie business inother ten years will see half the world the present laws regulating railroads that state.busy making finery for the well-to- asserting that such power as is now Pierce Admits Trust Control.do people of America. it is suggest- given the interstate commerce corn- Pierce admitted on the witnessed —New York World mission is dangerous not only to the stand in St. Lou's September 12 and-- welfare of the railroads themselves, 15, 1906, that the Standard Oil Co.• but to the industrial interests of lithe of New Jersey owned these shares oALL BUT BLESS NAME country with which the railroads have fstock, which amounted to more than
THE SQUEAL OF MR. EWING 'kt the conclusion of his 'slittmch
mutual interests. eontrol'ing interest in the company.
G 
He admitted that the Standard Oileorge J Kindel! of Denver arose had parceled out the southwest terri-and asked permission to answer Mr. totV to the Waters-Pierce Co.. andHarriman's speech. Chairman Fran- that Texas was included in his slice.FOR CALLING ON THE SOCI-
SERVE THANICSGIVINO. 
cis refused to give Mr. Rintel, the These admissions were made wil:ETY OF EQUITY TO OB- privilege of the floor, on the trownd Pierce was testifying in his own be-that a proper interpretation of the i  hehalf in the Harley proceedings, andrules of the congress and a due re- while was trying to shift the 
blal 
gatd to courtesy did not allow a from his own shoulders uponPacking establishments have a long We have been delighted with Gen- deJegate to answer the speech of an' the Stand Oil magnates in Newle. of by-products. The blood of the era' Manager' Ewing's exquisite invited Ellett Mr. Harriman. how-1 York. He said that he had chargedslaughtered animals is congealed and Thanksgiving proclamation. laying it ever, insisted that Mr. Kindell be al- nil Standard Oil officials with beingmanufactured into buttons, and is also all over Teddy Roosevelt. Then Mr lowed to speak. and the chairman responsible for his violation of thenallized in the Production of albumen Ewing gives God the credit for our called him to the platform. Mr. Kin- ledge he made to the people offor the use of calico minters, the sto great prosperity and success in or- dell's speech was not a direct answer Texas
p
refi e-aer. the tanner, and oths ganiring which :us fellows didn't
i 
 to the arguments of Mr. Harriman Pierce is said to be in New York.tre belmes are used for a score of know before. but an arraignment of the railroads John D. Johnson, counsel for On*fatten, purposes, being nuinufnet. Now it boohoves us IS.000 boys in for alleged unfair rate diserienina- Waters- Pierce Co.. refused to tell aused into knife and toothbrush han- the furrow' to heed the benediction tione Mr Harriman, who had ine! reporter Thursday where Mr. Piercedlks. chessmen. combs. backs of end obey the proclamation. The thing tended to leave for Topeka immedi-I i3 now staying, but .t was learnedWelshes. .ruouthoieces of oipes, mad 'a. kill a turkey and give thanks. Us ately after delivering his own speech. from other sources tha. he went tofellows who didn't raise any turkeys waited patiently until Mr. Kindel! had
various other articles. Black hoofs 
New York several days ago.sae used in the manufacture of eye. as we hoold have done must get it concluded, when the two Men shoat eI dq not care to Say where Mr.aide of potassium for gold extraction one way, then get it another but get hands and Mr. Harriman left the hall pierce in.. said Attorney Johnson.and also ground up to make fertilizers the turkey and give thanks. Then re- to go to his train.
"He is not in St. lesiotie, and he is notellany articles, such as glue, fly paper
in Texas He is not, however, in hid-sandpaper gelat:ne, isinglass, curled
ing. We have never had any intentionibis% bristles, wool, felt, laundry soap
of having Mr. Pierce go to Texas toammonia, etc., are now made from the
testify in the suit against Ins companytermer waste products nf the abbe -
there. At this time there is no fur-
ther statement I care to make In re-The annual value of the by-products
grad to the indictment"el the packing industry, all of which
are manufactured out of what was
cmoidered waste material thirty years
ago, is approximately ffion,00n.000
Cattor seed not very long ago was
waste matter, giving considerable
trouble to get rid of; but in Moo the
bv-products from cotton seed were
valued in this countdy at more than
Us,noo,000 erhich has probably dou-
bled by this time. The vice presi-
dent of the Standard Oil company is
.etltor#y for the statement that for
the l*Ø ten years more than one-
f the profit% of the company
-have been made out of the manefact-
lire of by-products.
Great changes have taken place in
recent years in making use of what
wan once considered absolute waste
material, and as a result many mil-
lions of dollars have been added to
The wealth of the =dos.
Sawdust was looked upon at one
'time as waste material, says Msoody's
Magazine. but during the last few
years a process has been discovered
which hes given sawdust a value
great( r than that of solid lumber. By
the use or hydraulic pressure and in-
tense heat the particles are formed
into a solid wags capable of being
molded into any shape and of receiv-
ing a brillient polish. The only ma-
terials used are sawdust, alum and
glue. Imitation marble can be man-
ufactured from a mixture of sawdust
with ivory waste, water, glass and
glue. Tri Norway naphtha, tar and al-
cohol are produced on a commercial
scale out of sawdust.
Factories have been erected in this
country and in Europe for converting
pine needles Into forest wool. This is
'used for mattresses and furniture, for
manufacture into hygienic articles
inch as undervests and chest protec-
tors. The principal use of sawdust
seems destined to be in the production
of sugar and alcohol. It is practical-
ly pare ci.11ulore. and easily convert-
1896, but each year the appetite for erlands draws from Sumatra nearly
faecy frills of foreign countries has $6,000,000 worth of cigar wrappers
Increased, until it stands today a thing which are sold to Uncle Sam.
to marvel at. The bureau of commerce and la-
Diamonds and other fine stones hor, which issues the statement, does
cease in during the year to the ex- not sound "a note of warning" against
teat of Seo,000secio while laces, em- extravagances in the day of luxuries,
broideries, edgings and ribbons to but appears to take pride in the big
bedeck the beauty of womankind cost showing made. It is suggested that
the same amount. In ISO America the average luxuries for each person
managed to pull through with only in the country will amount to a lit-
worth of diamonds, but this tie more then St 25, which any Amer-
year it took $35,000,000 worth of these ican ought to be able to stand, but
gems alone to keep the people con- on the other hand, it is argued that
seated millions do not know the sight of
fares, embroideries, etc., come next an 'imported luxury, and other mil-
seer diamonds, in the way of in- lions do not seem to be able to come
saassee. the country only importing Into possession of ordinary domestic
eoxi of such things in 1896 things beyond what they of neces-
•gainst $34.000,oeo this year. soy must have for comfort.
Tee years ago only $3.50000 worth At the rate of increase in the way
of champagne was sufficient to go of Imported luxuries since t896 an-
weenid. while $eco.000 spent abroad
is opium furnished pill' for those
who love the "pipe"
Most of the luxuries imported come
O. THE PIG IS NOW UTILIZED
IN PACKING HOUSES—OTH-
ER BY-PRODUCTS
solve to raise turkeys next year. As
for out part see know the roosting NEGRO INTERRUPTS
place of a big fat gobbler and- don't LAWYER'S SPEECH
intend to be put out for want of a
turkey. When Attorney for Defense in Alleg-
Oh. it's glorions' We will bless the ed Peonage Case Denounced
day, the time, the giver, the proclaim- 1 Idle Black Men.
er and the torkey —Clarkeville Leaf .Knoxville, Tenn.. Noe a3.—Hear-
chronicle. , ing testimony in the alleged peonage
case of R. B. Oliver ani others was
Sam Jones, concluded in the Federal Court yes-
Against vie in all its forms, he terday morning, and argument was
brought every weapon known to the begun. Gen. J. R. Penland. Unitedarmory of right and he used them States District Attorney, opened forwith a fors and skill and tireless en- the prosecution, speaking one hour.erg-y which made him the mast power- Ife gaid this was the first time in theful evangel if Christ that recent his- history of the state that such a casetory has known. Brilliant, witty, wise lailecome to trial. J. H. Frant openedeloonent. Profound in hie knowledge for the defense, making an ableof the human heart, no man ever faced speech. During a vigerous arraign-an audience who could so easily mac- ment of the vagrant negro class, Mr.ter it. From laughter to tears, from Frantz was interrupted by a negroindifference to enthusiasm, from lev- who was sitting the court room. Theity to intense emotion, be could lead negro protested against Mr. Frantesthe multitude at his wM Miler his declarations. Jude C D. Clark, pre-magnetism and will power the brazen siding, ordered the negro removed.libertine blushed br •shame, the which was done.
hardened criminal trembled in fear The incident created a furor, andsmug respectability saw it, short- it was some time before quiet wascomings, sham Christians forgot to be restored. Attorney Frantz explainedself-complacent, social hypocrites fell he meant no reflection upon the col-upon their knees and the miser opened ored race as a whole, but upon thehis purse.. Tom Watson. vagrant class which, he declared, is a
menace to the better element of' theIn a man and woman




A farmer at Winburg. Orange Riv-
er Colony, alleges that in his district
alone a4,00n sheep are stolen annual-
ly by the ,natives. On this basis he
calculates that eoo,000 sheep are stol-
en throughout the colony every year
•
ible into those products. ,For many
years bituminous coal operators threw
away „slack as waste. Now it coin-
minds' at the mines 75 cents a ton
The increase is larirelis due to the de-
mand' coming from makers of cement
Formerly they bought lump coal and
pulverized it. Now they use slack
Quartz rock was not long ago conecfs
erre worthless. Now glass is made
from it. Coffins, tombstones, bricks,
things, and similar articles can be
trade 'fs tb4 glue'
ii grnee as well as to the while peo-
ple.
Two other speeches arc be be made
on either side
LABOR PROBLEM SERIOUS
IN SOUTHERN COTTON MILL
New York, Nov 23.—Mr. Laureas-
Loomis, a stockholder in Southern
cotton mills, and representing them in
Northern markets, has, at the re-
'quest of proniMent officials of the
mills, prepared a statement showing
the seriousness of the labor problem
in the Southern mills. Me. Loomis Will trat scintifically yrith die 
declares that not over 7e tier cent or
So per cent of the cotton machinery
—Asy for G. I.. Gray & Co.'e soot
destroyer and be bothered with no
more soot. For sale at Jake Bieder-
man Grocery Co.
By the vote of ao6 to r69 the sen-
ate of Oxford university England
has discontinued the publication of
the names of students in the mathe-
matical tripos in the order of merit,
and hereafter there wi'l be no
wrangler." 
"senior A S DABNEY







Ea and His larnther Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
1
Handsome Silfiverware
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNSIN SERVING SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, Mali-ES, ETC. 
— mod111116
WEDDING GIFTSarlirr- . ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LLMARE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OURNEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOM,KTHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOOD'S VALUES.
J. L: VVANNER9 jEWILOIEPRTItIAN
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND FMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured oalr
°Ince and residence 213 South 3rd Street`






Edison and Victor Phonegraplis
wad a General Supply ail weak
on hand. If you irant to hay,
It will pay you to tall and me
ems Mock
Look out for ow Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody.
WARREN & WARREN 417 Broadway
—DEDRIST—Two lion cubs which were born re-
cently in the Dublin zoological gar-
lamehart Madan.dens are about to be sent to Iod:a
Another cob from Dublin has bece TEL.sold for shipment to Benno.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN Architect and SuPeristesdeatsor Fraternity BuSdissi.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH,
•1•1•1•11M•1.111•1111.•••
Mexico City, Mex—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale.
Nqv. 22 to 28, rgo6, inclusive; return
lirit fo days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and returning at points
as are authorized on winter tourist














est improved intsruments and up to Attvraley-at-Law
date treatment all diseases of domes- Rooms 5 and 6 Regnt.r Bananaof the South is running, because labN kited animals.
s'a Broadway, Peducah, lry
or help cannot be secured to run the ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT- 
523 
New 'none ago.
remainder. Manufactnrers have or-
ders for goods that they cannot exe-
cute, 
I 
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Off Thornpeon Transfer Co., Both 
SPECIALTIES:
he says, yet in ,Southern mills Abstracting of Titles,
cobwebs and dust are asorsoce, Corporation andin evidence, 'r 31" 357 l.
simply from hck of 61,4 to ("glue Residence Phone 2935. .. ait.
134d, all. , .. ,-___ —4; _ :-... 
.,J Sal Woe l 
Excursh)n:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Noir
et company—the cheapest and his
excursion out of Paducah.
to nil For tie Rawl hip 10
*4111110 Tennessee rim& Wit'
It is a trip of pleasure, condos
and rest; good service, good tabi
good *roams, etc. Boats leave cull
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. ne
For other information apply to Jae
Roger, superintendent; Frank U
Brown, agent.
01-715011--"•e;
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT











At Register Building, 533 Broadway
JAMES E. WILHELM. President
JOHN WILHELM. Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
Entered at the Patentee of Padu-
cah, Ky.. as ationd-class mail matter.
One Yglr  35.00
Six Meftb• 
ThrVMOisthe





ing to receive this paper!
should report tne matter to
Thell Office at once. Tele
Phosebelland S18-
Saturday Morning, November 24, 1906
A Saloon District.
The general council f Nashville
has given second passage to an ordi-
n:nce establishing a saloen district in
that city and only permitting them
to exist down in the business portion
of town. When this ordinance goes
•
into effect it will cut off 112 s oona
oct in the residence. pot tio of the
city s
Paducah needs just such an ordi-
nance. It is detriment.t1 to 'ebbe
morals to.have saloons scattered all
over the city. More peOice are re-
quired and the saloon in the residence
disoicts have a baneful effect on the
children of ths neiguborhoods in
which they are located; they become
hardened to the sight of drunken men
and disorderly ipersons. Saloons de-
predate the value of residence prop-
erty in their vicinities. Men go out
towards the edge of the city, boy lots
of ground and put up their homes.
As soon as a neighborhood is built
up along tomes a brewer or whole
sale liquor dealer, and they put up A
building and establish a saloon. The
man with his little home must pat
• up with the saloon or sacrifice his
property and move elsewlacsossosaith
the chances of !netting the salgeeisi
perience in the new neighbei
The Man who bulls a home does so
In order that he and his family may
Jive in peace in a home of their
own, and he is usually a good citizen,
aiding in a modest way in the develop-
ment of the city. The saloon is es-
tablished for the dollars the backers
are to make and at once becomes a
menace to the peace of its neighbors.
It does not benefit the city one
particle. Therefore. we do contend
that the welfare of the good citizens
is eltitled to consideration over and
above any that may be given to a few
men who are constantly on -the alert
the old democratic party can do in
1038 .4 to put up a Southern man as
its candidate. About all the intelli-
gence and strength of the party is in
the South, and we have been giving
the nominee to the East and the
West long enough. Some will argue
that to do this means cestain defeat,
but I answer that if defeat be inevit-
able, it would not do oily damage to
have a Southerner head the ticket,
anti if we must go down to diseaster,
it would be with colors flying after
a brave and gallant fight for ancient
party principles."
Senator TiAman.
Senator Tillman of South Carolina
it is well known, has only one eye,
and there have been several incorrect
stories about how he lost an eye
Many have suPposed that he lost it in
battle, but he' was not in the Con-
federate army. In a recent interview
in which the senator told the story
of his life he said that in 1864, when
he was 16 years of age, he left school
with the view of entering the Confed-
erate service, but he was prevented
as he explained in the following
words:
"At the end of the yea g. I went
home to spend a short vacation and to
become a sooldier. Then I lost an
eye. Gatubetti the French statesman
plucked out one of his while a boy
so that he 'wouldg't have to be a
priest. I might have been a:colonel
or a general if I. hadn't gone in swim-
ming. I Went to a null pond one
day with a number of companions, and
remained in the water for three hours.
While walking home in the hot sun I
felt a pain in my left eye. I supposed
I was run down by hard work at
school and by the want of wholesome
and nutritious food. My eye becom-
ing worse, a physician was called. He
said I had erysipelas. I suffered aw
fully, and finally my mother sent to
August, t lair t een miles distant, for
the doctor whom we always consult-
ed in serious cases. He confirmed the
diagnosis of ;he other doctor. Well
in ten days, perhaps, my eye burst.
Then it was found that I had a fi-
broid tumor, the growth of which had
hissed me intense agony and destroy-
id my eye. I was ill a long time. The
war came to an end. hut I had taken
no part in it "—Nashville Banner.
The negroes of Chisago ar s
wrought up over the coming appear-
ance of SenatoraTillenan in that city
next Tuesday. that thrests have been.
made that he will be kiled before he
leaves the town. This may .be idle
talk and again it may- no:. However.
should the threat be carried out it
would be a bad day for the negro us
this country. It would sL: the South
afire, and when it was all over the ne-
vi) problem wilYhave been settled.
Mr. Tillman has the to give bis
seews on any question r r people and
the negroes have the right 'to jneet
and express their view.- of Mr. Till-
man. This is a free country. But
%hen there is talk of killing some
one, then Opt brings tip another
question.
The republeans of Chicago in or-
der to catch the negro vote put
negro on the ticket for municipal
judge When the elestion was over
to invade peaceful - neighborhoods it was discovered that th c negro was
with the corner barrooms, elected with the balance of the re-
Nashville is over three times as ! publican ticket. A mighty howl
large as Paducah, and the experience
oi that city has been that the out- i
sidle saloon is a detriment to the city
and for that reason it is now passing
a law which restricts the location of
saloons to the 'business district, and
it is not no earl; for Page•:-.': ito
•••••••--.
A Southerner For President.
Ex-Congressinan Asher Cazuth, of
Louisville, in an interview at Wash-
ington reopens the agitation of the
question of a southern democrat for
president. The arguments put fOrth
by that gentleman passes merit, and
whether or not the democratic party There is a 1500 candle power 
arc
ris slated for defeat, does not change' amp at every st
reet crossing, and in
the force of the fact that flit; candiet the business district they
 are much
date should come from th section more numerous.
that furnishes the votes. Assuming
that, the democratic party might be
successful, the election of a man from
the South would infuse new life into
the nation. For over half a cen-
tury the North and Els' have been
furnishing the presidents and the
South is now forging to the front at
a pace that has drawn the eyes of the
world to it, and the, people who
have survived the ravages of the civil
war are certainly capable of furnish-
ing a man that can fill the chief ex-
ecutive's chair with honar and e-edit.
r. Cartith argues in this wise:
"I think that about the best thing
went up from the white republicans,
and a recount of the V 3 e resulted in
the negro being defeated by 304
votes. The negroes will learn after a
while that the 'Only use 'the republican
party has for them is tlie'r votes.
Albany, Ga., is a strong believer in
municipal oftrrership of ptiblic util-
ities, the municipality owning the
electric lighting power plant and ca-
ble lines, water works and is think-
ing of building the street railway sys-
tem themselves. This city claims to
be the best lighted city in Georgia
and its claims are very well merited
41.
'Senator Joe Bailey's friends 11.
Clay Pierce, the oil magnate is in
trouble at Austin, Texas. It is re-
ported that Piercc has been indicted
for perjury. Here's another chance
for Bailey to get in his work as a
great "constitutional" lawygr.
small force of men worked all
of last night on the t roadway double
tiack work for the street car corn-
ny.
—An expert bicyclist without any
legs, attracted great crowds on the
streets yesterday, by his fancy rid'ag.
He ivies wooden legs.





U. G. GULLET & CO. THROW
OPEN DOORS OF THEIR
sTrRr TODAY.
Believed That the Anchor of Some Proprietors A _7-xpertioncect Cloth-
Moving Craft Caught the Cable ter* Who Stand' High in Their
and Pulled it Apart. Former Homes.
Yesterday it developed that either
during the day or night before the
submarine .cable of the Home Tele-
phone Company had broken in the
bottom of the Tennessee river, lead-
ing., out from the foot of Ohio street
to the island uppsfte the city. Vie
tlephone men are now trying to lo-
cate the break.
The cable has inside wires that
are run over to the fleet of boats anil
barges kept beside the island by the
West Kentucky Coal Company, and 
Othe Ayer-Lord Tie Company. n
these fleets there are telephones that
through this cable, are connected
with the new telephone system here
in the city. When the phones eau,-
ed to work proptly it eras then dis-
covered the cable had heeo oroken.
It is believed that some boat while
being tossed around by the wind,
dropped its anchor to sit bottom sf
the river, and that this anchor
caught in the cable %%VA was pullei
in two when the moving boat drag-
ged along. a‘
aic SUM PAID
Today the U. G. Gil':
will throw open the doors of its new
clothing store at 31; Broadway, sa4
be ready for Its share of the business
of this city. The conceso opens with
a !age and well assnried stock of
clothing, gents furnishings, and ev-
erything handled in these chpa.rtinen-
! tal lines. ond promises to secure a
good patronage as this city is alwa‘s
open to good, business ventures.
Mr. Gullet', the president of the
company, is out of the best hoovers
and most thorough clothing men in
the country, having for twenty years
conducted a flourishing establish-
ment at Elizabethtown, Ill., front
whence he moves to take charge of
their house here. He. mot a corps .f
efficient and congenial clerks, while
the interior of the building shows it
to be one of the nicest aii.1 neate:t •ii
the entire city.
The public has been aszfrousli
awaiting the opening which will place
before it an assortment equal to any
due goods.
A DELICIOUS
TO CLIENTS QUAIL SUPPER
AlTORNEY ROSS RETURNED MR AND MRS. ANDY CLARK
FROM SETTLING WITH ENTERTAINED NUMBER
LOUISVILLE BANK. OF FRIENDS.
Lindo Murphy Taken to Mayfield
Yesterday to Serve His Sentence
—County Clerk's Office.
Attorney J. S Rites returned yes-
terday morning from Louisville,
where he went and paid over $12.000
to his client. the Western National
bank of that city. He caleeted this
oim of nsoncy from the estate of the
late Herbert A. Ross, ;ho owed the
tank something like *wow for bor-
rowed money. The bank got the en
tire *.11oo proceeds from the policy
Rose carried in th c National Life la-
st-ranee Company, and nearly $5.000
additional as its distrthetable portiots
•of Ole remainder of the n‘ at. money.
Totten To MerSeld.
Depts.). United St !tee Nlarshal
Wade Brown returned yesterday af-
ternoon from Mayfield v here he took
Lindo Murphy. Murpoy was sen-
tenced to serve four :Ai nths and a
$oto fine in th t Graves county jail
for selling wheiskey without a lic-
ense. Tie was convicted during the
Federal court this week..and this char
acter of prisoners being ntitled to se
lect the county jail in which they
will serve their time. Murphy select-
ed Mayfield. as los farm:- lives there
Arnold Estate.
Alice Arnold yesterdas qualified
Wore the county court as adminis-
tratrix of the state of t;is late S W
Arnold.
Deeds Recorded.
Landout in the county has been
sold by D. M Farmer and wife to
Thomas Riley for $so. Pie deed was
lodged for record ycste-day with the
county clerk.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
cold to W. M. Reed for $5.65o the
Weaks property at T,.venty-second
and Jefferson streets.
'MiuL.,•• Atkins bought from
Thomas Kiley for Via land out in the
county.
J. W. Hughes transferred to Isabella
aod JohnGrief for $55o property no
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Colonel Charles Webb of Smith-
land, was in .the city yesterday.
. Messrs. Harry and Roy Judd have
WOODMEN PREMIUM FOR TELEPHONE
HEAD CAMP GATHERING CABLE BROKE
FIRST THURSDAY NIGHT IN DECEMBER JERSEY C/.42 WILL
NAME ITS FOUR DELEGATES, OLIVE CAMP WILL DO LIKE-
WISE SOMETIME DURING THAT MONTH—ABOUT 000 OF
THE LEADING MEN FROM KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE
WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE MAMMOTH ASSEMBLY
WHICH CONVENES NEXT MARCH FOR A SEVERAL DAYS'




The members of Jersey Camp
Woodmen of the World are preparing
for a big Thanksgiving rectiPlion..0eY
will give next Thursdiry Iamb* at
their lodgeroorn on the skeins/110dr
of George .Broadfoot's 'llstieeti' at
Third and 'Elizabeth strettli. 'A'fane
• program spill be renderWinchidblg
!musical and other features, af-
terwards the members will enjoy One
I of their delightful smokers, and serve
refreshments. •
The fiast Thursday night its Decem-
ber this camp holds its annual elec-
tion of officers, the new ones nathed
to serve for the coming twelve
months. At this session there will also
be designated the camp delegates to
attend the meeting to be held here
nxt March by Head Camp "H." which
has supervision over every Woodthin
lodge in this state and Tennessee.
Each subordinate organization is en-
titled to one delegate for every ton
members or a fraction thereof, and as
Jarsev camp has over so° affiliates, it




Olive camp next month
officers and delegates also
There will be about 600 delegates
attending the head camp session
which remains for several days here.
The Paducah Woodmen have been
giving a series of dances and other
entertainments for the past eighteen
months, the funds derived going to
the fund set apart to entertain the big
delegation coming. Many social
features of an elaborate character will
prevail during the meeting, and it will
take about $1,500 to properly care for
the visitors.
There are something like 000 Wood-
men in this city, it being the strong-
est secret order in Paducah, and in-
cludes prominent men in all walks of
life When the head camp assembles
there will be present some of the dis-
tinguished men from these two states
including congressmen, state official,
wealthy business men, big politicians
and others needed to comprise a rep-
resentative body.
The head kamp meets every two
years, and during the toos gathering
the Paducah delegation went down
many strong, and after a very hard
fight against vigorous opposition, fin-
ally succeeded in capturing the :goy
session. It w ill probably be the lam.
est affair oi its kind ever conducted
in this city, arrangements for which
have been gradually made upon an ex-
tensive scale, ever since the Paducah-
:ins captured the session.
As none of the halls of this city are.
large enough to hold the delegation
it is more than probable that The
Kentucky theater will be secured for
tl.e occasion
HAND OF FATE SUPERSEDED DE-
CREE OF THE CIRCUIT JUDGE
• --1,
YESTERDAY MORNING IN GRANTING MRS. PRINCESS liART A
DIVORCE. JUDGE REED GAVE HER THE CUBIT DY OF
THEIR CHILD. BUT LAST EVENING PROVIDENC CON-
SIGNED THE LITTLE ONE TO THE CARE OF ITS TAKER.
As seen in another column of this terday evening early she was as
issue, yesterday in the circuit court bright and happy as posoble 
under
the circumstances, but about 8 o clock
when Judge Reed granted a divorce to
the summons came that cirried the
Mrs. Princess Hart from her husband little one to a higher a. I grander
Leslie G. Hart. the cozies t sire. she cited at the h,,„,e of her
mother the care and c !qt. 3 01,-. who resides with Mrs. Hart's'
little seven year ()la dauglikr, moil.. r Mrs Byrd of Kentucky
ma. Little did the court real* that
his judgment was to shortly  itii-
lowed by a judgmeot front the hand
of Fate, which last tooling at ft
o'clock caused the soul of the little
girl to take its flight to HeaNe., %bele
it was cons'ened to the carr. of,- its
Maker
The little girl has been ill for the
past ten days with heart trouble, but
was able to be up at periods. ' les-
avei.iie between Third Fourth
-t rcets.
The little child leol beeei raised
rcirly under the t-ive. of the city hall
a few feet disolot. owl • a favored
pet ••f mane of the (-WY etlieiale and
pritee elcpartmcot She was bright
e'-eerful and of an ...usually endear-
disposition.
\o
made for ihe services.
have yet - been
DIRT FELL WASHOUTS
FROM WAGON CAUSEPTROUBLE
GUS ICATTERJOHN WARRANT- I PASSENGERS GET 0.iLY FEW
ED FOR ALLEGED VIOLA. MILES IN TVVE1ITY-
TION OF LAW. FOUR HOURS.
The Caporals Were Each ruled $3 Col. Van de Male's Train Had
and Costs, While Ed Reyonds Turn Back at Simpson and Go
Got Assessment of $5. to Carbondale.
The first warrant gotten nut for
a lolig time on the charge of parties
letting dirt drop from their wagon
to street was before Judge Cross in
the police court yesterday morning. It
was against Gus Katterjohn, and was
continuel over until Monday for trial.
Katterjohn is accused of driving
through the public streets and letting
dirt drop from !ail wagon on the
thoroughfare. This offense is coveretf
in one of the new ordinances that was
adopted through instrumentality of
the board of public works and sybleb,
looks toward keeping the public thor-
oughfares cleaned of dirt, rubbitlik
etc. Several convictions were gotten
tinder the ordinance from Judge .Pur-
year while he was in office.
Louis and Pete Caporal were eactf
fined $3 and costs by judge Cross
for engaging in a fight with Ed Rey-
nolds, colored. While the latter was
g.ven an assessment of $5 for the part
he took in the fisticuff. They had a
falling out over the -charge that the
Caporals made lot- some grapes ReY-
••••111••••
to
Col. Victor Van de Male returned
yesterday morning from a drumming
trip through Southern ini11011, and
reports that things are. in a very se-
rious condition over that way, as re-
gards railroad washouts and traffic!
Although only a few miles from
this city, it took the colonel about
twenty-four hours to get home, and
then he had to travel several hundred
miles to do it. He started from up
about Carbondale to come home by
way of Brookport, but qn his train
getting down to Simpson it was found
an impossibility, as the train could
not get across the bad places in the
roadbed. The train had to go back to
Carbondale, the passengers change
to the Cairo train and come down
that way, thence on here.
Every few miles in that portion of returned from a hunting trip to Union
Southern Ill.nois the washouts appear county.
in very dangerous form, and the rail- Miss Lula Reed, Miss Margery
roads are working hundreds of people Crembaugh and Master Frank Crum-
rapidly rebuilding the track and road- bough left for Dyersburg, Tenn., yes-
beds, which wereoput in a very seri- terday to visit Mrs. Dr. Walker.
nolds bought of *Aft
• 
ous condition. -I MT. J. H. Root, the barber, returned
yesterday from visiting in Indian Tar- Am b: il delittledtaoysminicldi etuartmdeanreacbkb.it foot;
The colonial sc.:Wiry of the #1 1a- 1 A .new market for Yarmouth her- tory. 
i I o
hams states in his report of ...the rings 'hasbeen opened in the Cauca- Mr. Thomas P. 
Smith and wife of Dis heall am de very wurst, I speck!
islands for 1905-6 that no conorfaint sus, some Scotch merchants having Chicago 
returned home yesterday, Friday de thirteenth used to be
of error or delay has been received sent an experimental shipment there after visiting Mr. 
and Mrs. &minder DA me, wfic..ireseiesbntedaforygt.by de month fur me;
by the telegraph department forgot's.- The fish are being handled by Prince Fowler.
teen years. I Louis Napoleon Murat. Mr. Earl 
Foreman has gone to visit Wouldn't come in sight (le lot-
;t. his parents in Kansas City. 
Mrs. Charles Richardson Entertains
at Cards This Afternoon fc-
Visitors —Social News.
Mr. and Mrs Ands; C.. Clark of
West Monroe street, erftertaiwed
grite a number of them-friends last
make with a delicious quail supper
tnis toothsome dish being served in
immerous styles and proved quite de
17 i in asrdt; 
the assembled autos. irbo
v.hiled aut a o charmoor evening af-
.
Club Meeting Deferred.
The P. D. C, club tutU meeto.ex•
FattirJas afternison with Miss Neus
Hatfield, instead of Otis a •rean.
originally intended.
— —
Afternoon At COWL •
Mrs Charles Richardsyu. of West
Broadway, will enterts'a this after-
noon at cards. compliint 'nary to Mrs.
Maurice Nash, Jr.. root Mrs. Wm.
Oregon Bonnie of I. ensville, who
..ire visiting Mrs. Dariil L VInCedin.
Thanksgiving Dance.
Negt Thursday essiioar at the Red
Men's hall on North Fourth street.
Messrs Clarence olloseholder and
George Holliday will entertain a
large crowd of friends with a delight-
ful dance.
Wed At Metropolis.
Miss Ina Dunn and Mr. Oscar Har-
per of this city, have returned from
Metropolis where Thursday they
were married at the home of the
ycung lady's aunt, Mrs. Donnie
Houchin. They are residing at thc
home of the bride's father, Mr. Finis
Dunn of eos South Sixth street. Both
;.re popular young people, who had
intended marrying here Thanksgiving
day, but surprised tlier friends by
bringing the date forward. and go-
;to; to Nfetrapolis for a quiet nuptials.
Studio Moved •
Miss Virginia Neweil has opened
her musical studio at The Inn qn
North Sevienth, where she will reside..
She will not leave today with her-
father, Rev. T. J. Newsll, wli . goes
to Brownsville, Tenn., to •ake up
t his new charge.
YESTERDAY A
BAD COMBINATION
Yesterday was a bad combination
for the superstitious. being Friday—
"hangman's day" and also the twenty-
third of the month—"Skidoo."
The way negroes regard the day ii
tofd by the Louisville Post's poet
tkusly:
Ob all de hoodoos I evah see,
De wust arm Friday, twenty-three;
Hangman's day and skidoo, to boot,
ob
• - shades of de 01' persimmon‘reel
Over axioo,000 bottles of pickles are Sympathy and tenderness are the Mr. Jack 
MeCandles 'has returned But 
tery do;
eaten Weekly in the Visited States. chords that hest bind hearts together from 

























































NATIO IOTHER CLERKS MUST PROTECT WHY HUSBAND ANOTHER CAME
OF TEACHERS CHARGE 60 CENTS THE HORSES WAS KILLED FOR OUE BOYS
WILL BE HELD TODAY tSTATE AUDITOR HAGER HAS
N ORDER TO RENEW ASKED ATTORNEY- GEN-
CERTIFICATES. ERAL FOR OPINION.
Paducah fetchers Will Got to
eton to Attend District
Keating Next Week.
Today, at the Washington building
,West Broadway, the board of ea-
rs for the city public schools
hold an examination of many
teachers employed in the schools in
oraier to ascertain what precentage
can be made, and issue certificates
accordingly.
Everyone employed in the schools
'has to possess a certificate that is
gotten by undergoing an examination
Tt is according to the percentage made
Let these examined as to how long the
. Vows are good for: If a high
r cent. is made they get a certificate
or three or four years while if a low
per cent. is made, but still high
enough to entitle them to teach in
the schools, the certificate is for only
a year or two. Many of the certifi-
cates have expired by limitation, and
the teachers have to undergo a new
examination in order to get renewals
Then there are some of the new ones
who have not had an opportunity to
be examined, therefore they conic in
for the teens also
District Gathering. ,
Next Friday and Saturday, at
Princeton, the annual meeting will be
held by the First Congressional Dis-
4rict Educational Association, and
leriany.of the Paducah ethsostors will
attend Superinleodent I.ieb is on
the program for 'Education and Ma-
terial Wealth"; Pi .f. W. H. Sugg
rank kn building. on "Federation of
Teachers"; Miss May Ellis, Franklia
bnIldisig. on "Articulation of Child and
Environments": Misa•Emma Morgan
McKinley bedding on "Moral Edu-
cation in Public Schools" Principal
F. G. Payne. Washington building
ill discus'. "Kentucky's Relative
.sotion in FoIncation, High School
franent." Miss •Anna Larkin
ashington school, will give a read-
ADDC Ali OPENS
DOORS TO---
(Continued from Pace One.)
Rev L Frisbie, Des Moines. •
Me. Gilbertson Des Moines.
Col. G. I. Godfrey, Des Moines
Me. and Mrs. John Id Grimm
Cedar Rapids.
Me. David A. Haggard. Algona.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Harmon
Independence
2.V. and Mrs. S. H. Harper
Ottumwa. ,
r and Mrs. John Hayes. Red Oak.
ss Hayes, Red Oak.
. Mahlon Head, Jeffereou.
Us Head, Jefferson.
NTT and Mrs. H. B. Hedge, Dee
'Moines.
ex and Mrs. S. H. Hedrix
-Allerton.
r. F. M. Hubbell, Des Moines
r. S. B. Humbert. Cedar Falls.
. W. H. C. Jaques, Ottumwa.
.1. E.. Kendall. Albia.
and Mrs. C. W. Kepler, Mt.
Vernon-
. Lotus Kepler, Mt. Vernon.
and Mrs. Logan, Des Moines
. and Mrs. W. W Martin, Des
Moines.
and Mrs Daniel Motaon
Media-oohs.
s Matson. Mediapolis.
t. and Mrs. J. P. Merry. Msan-
cheater.
. A. J. lfstlicr, Oxford.
. Jesse A. Miller, Oxford.
. M. H. Miller. Tipton.
oeand Mrs. Chas. Mitchell. Der
Moines.
. and Mrs. H. G. Nit:tore, Well-
. Bernard Murphy, Vinton.
. H. W. Parker, Des Moines.
H. J. Phelps Dubuque
John Rath, Ackley.
J.-W. Reeder, Tipton.
A. C. Reeder, Tipton.
Franklin Rieman. Altoona.
Robt Reiniger, Charles City.
C. W. Reynolds, Grundy Center
G. S Robinson, Des Moines
Pf. H. Rood, Mt. Vernon.
. G. Rounds, Des Moines.
H. Rounds, Cedar Falls.
E A. Shermam•Cedar Rapids
Anna Smonse, Cedar Rapids.
nd Mrs. F. P. Spencer. Run-
lph.
. D. Thompson, Des Moines.
d Mrs. W. C. Tompkins
Lake.
F. Traer, Vinton.
d Mrs. Asa Turner, Maxwell
.I. Watrous, Colfax •
nd Mrs. H. H. Wilson, Cedes
apids. 
. A. Young,
H S. Young. Washington
in 1905 receive a minimnni salary of
$4000 on appointment, ant the maxi-
mum, oianys a:e rose:vulg. is
$5500 Th;s applie; *o the full pifea-
*ors only, of home 'here are seventy-
five in the department tinder the fac-
ulty of arts and aciencea. •
For associate professor* of whom
there are only one or two, the mini
mum i. $35oo and the maximum .$4,-
boo. For assistant professors the min-
imum is $25oo and the maximum is
$3000.
This scale of salaries was made pos-
oble by the teachers' endowment fund
of more than $2.000.000, which wig
raised in KIN ,and 19o5 under the
leadership of Bishop Lawrence. The
express purpose of the fund was "to
increase the salaries of teacher! in
Harvard college.
This was done both by making nu-
merous promotions which bad been
long delayed by lack sf funds and by
rutting into effect the ne-r salary
schedule, which increases the salary
foe every grade by $5oa. A numbrr
o scathers thul tcrefited both by
advancenomt raie and by tire
higher salary of the grade attained.
No recent figures have heen made
public showing the proportion of the
members of the faculty receiving dif-
ferent salaries within the previa:II:led
schedule. The last figures pnbrIshed
were contained in tables in the Grads-
atcs' Magazine in September of 1904,
before the new schedule went into ef-
fect, and when there were only fifty-
three full professors in tiie faculty
of arts and sciences instead <4 alsoui
seventy-five, as at present.
The principal figures. omitting two
or three odd amounts, were as fol-
lows: Receiving $a000, 14: $4500, 9;
tTstoon r5; $3500, ro; $3000, 3. The av-
s rage "weighted" in propoortion to
the nomber receiving each figure was
$4 200. '
Adding to this the general advance
of $500 for each grade, the average
nosy is approximately- Woo, for sev-
enty-five full professors, as compared
with tow now to be paid, according
to reports. to thirty-five of the .Yale
faculty. This does not take into con-
sideration any lower salaries paid at
Yale.
These floorei uould indicate a 'dif-
ference of about r7 r-1 per rent in
averages: but the Mariniton of Scoots
paid to :shoat a fourth of the Hat'-
yard man makes the comparison in
this respect more striking.
—Yesterday the T. C. Ialsorors fic•
ished reconstructing 'tn track; at
Fieventh and Broadway where they
ari crossed by the street car tracks.
The work leaves the crossing in fine
attlasi with no itws or jo1.1 for the
st,!.rt ryes ;ir oot r.
Cosa Barkleynty Attorney  Will Look
Over the Law Today Also and
Decide Its Meaning.
Several days ago Sheriff John W.
Ogilvie wrote to State Auditor Hag-
er, who is the democratic nominee
for governor, and asked the opinion
of the latter as to whether the coun-
ty clerks were allowed to charge on-
ly sixty cents for issu:ng the delin-
quent tux warrants, or whether they
were entitled to $5.30 as charged by
County Clerk Smedley of this place.
Yesterday the sheriff got a reply to
his communication, and the auditor
remarked that he had referred the
legal matter to Attorney-General
Hays for a construction of the new
tax law. Mr. Hager stated, however,
that the other clerks of fire state he
had hoard from were charging ouly
sixty cents as their to'al cost, which'
would seem to indicate that the other
clerks are issuing only one warrant
for the state and county taxes com-
bined, and not two warrants, as Mr.
SmedleY, one for the county tax, and
then another for the commonwealth
I
tax. 
The sheriff here contends only one
, warrant is needed for the combined
Ltaiseis, and a charge .)1 only sixty
cents can be,made, while the clerk.
Mr. Smedley, is of the opinion one
wirrant is necessary for the county
tax, and another for the cote, the
clerk to charge $265 for issuing each
o-• $530 for both
County Attorney Barkley did not
have time to construe the law yestes-
day, being busy engaged otherwise,
but will do this today :nil settle the
controversy by deciding whether it
01211 be Go cents or $5.30.
HARVARD PAYS MORE.
Faculty's Salaries at Cambridge Are
17 1-2 Ptf Cent Higher
Than Yale.
Some surprise has been felt at the
report that the saline; ,of Yale pro-
!CSIOIS, eveu with an increase of foot",
s000 to Soot° a year for thir.y five
members of the faculty, are '-.t:!1 about
25 per cent lower than Harvard The
comparison is said by ths Boston
Transcript to he inexact but sonar-
OFFICERS NOTIFY NAcast# Stpmmet ON TRIAL FOR MUR- HIGH SCHOOL TEAM DE-




Jonesboro, Ark., Chief Believes Testifies That She Was Not Aware
'Thieves Are Headed This Way— of Husband's Physical Condition
John Gibson Mt by BA& I Before Marriage.
Officers Terrell and Brennan of the
Broadway squad last night began no-
tifying hack drivers that they must
provide blankets with which to cover
their horses when the rigs stand
around for an hour or two in one
place. They do this throughout the
entire night, waiting for calls, and
the blankets must be brought into
service to protect the poor, overwork-
ed animals from the cold.
Watch for Thief.
Chief A. Ferguson of Jonesboro
Ark., has notified Chief Collins to keep
a lookout for thieves supposed to be
coining this way, and who broke into
the Eagle clothing store there several
nights ago and made a clean sweep
of many suits of clothing, overcoats
and other fine garments.
•
Hit by Brick.
Butcher 'obit Gibson reported to
the officers yesterday that the even-
ing before, while standing at First and
Broadway, out of the darkness some
one shied a brick that struck him on
the arm, but did not hresk it. Ile in
not account for the assault.
"OPEN SHOP" POLICY
Of Government Printing Office May




and perhaps denunciation, is in store
for the "open shop" policy of the
government printing office, on the
floor of the present convention of
the American Federat i of Labor.
now in session in Nil. ;to. ‘lls. A
'resolution has been introduced under
I spscial order by Delegate Glocking,
iin behalf of the Internation T I
graphical Union and International
Printing Pressmen's Union, the as-
sistants union, and the International
Brotherhood of Book Binders. It re-
cites an order by Public Printer Stal-
lings, directing the foternen and
ch:efs of departments in the govern-
ently it is not far from trne. 'meat printing office to prepare lists •• •
Ifarvard professors larder the new
•
Fine Time at Recepti6n Given Last
Evening At Sehoo4—::aptaiss, Wil-
ford Returnee Home_
Another fine game of football was
witnessed yesterday afternoon at the
baseball grounds in Wlallace park,
this contest being between the Padu-
cah High School team and a similar
club of flopkinsville, Ky. The clubs
were well matched in size, but the
Paducah boys walked away with the
honors, capturing the contest by a
handsome score of la to o. Some first
class plays were mat' 4 during the
game, which -.7as spiri•ed and inter-
esting from the outset :o the several
hundred spectators who were out wit-
nessing it. Last night :he junior and
senior class girls of tl • high school i
entertained with a re, ption at the,
Washington school bui ling on West
Broadway, complimeroary to the
Hopkinsville boys. A very large
crowd was out and a fine time bad
the program teeming with man; de-
lightful featur,s, while delicious
dainties were served.
The Hopkinsville boys return thisi
mornig to their home.
Injured Man Went Home.
Yesterday afternoon Captain Ben
Wilford, (not Mason) of the Mayfield
football team, left for his home in
that neighboring city. He is the lad
who broke his left leg taring a quick
turn while spurting Thursday after
noon during the game his club played
with the R. L. C's upon th- '
ground.. It wili be weeks before '
can use his injured limb.
MONEY NOTICE.
Do you want to bor: iw Cr 10.13
money on first real estate mortgages—
Titles examined—E. H. PURYEAR
Attorney. 523 1-'3 Broadway.
Kansas City, Mix, II*. 33—'Mrs.
Dora 161rogerniud, who shot her has-
babdo,f-dwaaal Drogmund, a theater
orchestra leader, to death-in the par-
lOr of a Ineturnhome where they had
met to ,attemiss. a reconciliation, was
the principal witness in her own be-
half today. The prosecution had rest
ed its case after four witnesses had
been examined and after Mrs. Drog-
mund's statement, written shortly
after the shooting, had been read to
tbe jury.
Mrs. Drogmund wept as she sat
in clic witness chair. Her voice
broken by sobs she testified that
shr was unaware of Drogmund's phy-
sical condition when she married
him; that the first week of their mar-
ried life was unhappy; that three
weeks after the wedding she was forc
ed to consult a physician. Flnally,
sue testified, conditions became in-
tolerable, and she left her husband.
He demanded that she meet him to
'talk things over." She swore that
when they met she believed he was
gcnng to harm her and so she killed
hon. As she told the story of the
first weeks of her married life and
of the awful is Tong her hsuband had
"one her, there were few dry eyes in
I he courtroom.
Mrs. Drogmund's prominence in
lousical circles in Kansas CIty
brought an immense crowd to the
trial. ever since she *as six years
of age, at which time she made her
first public appearance at a piano re-
cital here, she has been a part of the
city's public life. She went east and
studied music for several years and
upon her return met Edward Drag-
mend, whom she soon married. From
the start they quarreled and soon
,separated. It was while talking with
'tier husband at the house of a friend
skortly after the separation that they









NEW STRUCTURE OVER 3ALT
RIVER AT WEST POINT IS
TOTAL WRECK




\Vest Point, Nov. 2 2 --draitta AS,
bridge of the Louisville, Hendesndo-
& St. Louis railroad, better koownioa,
the Henderson Route,
nver at this place went In
,. 
io.tliernts
yesterday sprning between 3 muff s,
o'clock. The structure as A ‘teta.•
wreck; the concrete per was thrown
down and nothing put the aGatmenz
left standing. A few minutes beim-
the collapse of the bridge a freight
train had passed over it. The fall*
in of the bridge is attributed to-the
late heavy rains swelling the titian.
and weakening the foundations.
All trains of the L. H. & St. C.
and L. & N., out pf Louisville. art
going over the I. C. track.
The bridge had -been completes
and in use about cm year arid a
damage is Placed at aboist
The structure was in entitle of coo
pletion about two yearn and will It
replaced as soon as possible.
Parties having tickets from Grant
Union Tea Co., who haven't sees
their agent, will learn something of




Prevents and cures chapped row
akin. Makes the skio soft, smooth
and white. Removes al! blemishes
caused by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
salary scale which went into 'effect dispensed with, basing tkeir findings MUG STORE.
ion the efficiency character, deport-
Iment. health and cleanliness, attend-
lance, length of service, future desir-
ability and special defects of the men
in question.
This order, the • resolution avers.
(cods to humiliate the employes of
the office and "will bring dissatisfac
'ion, discord and disorganization
among them, results prejudical to she
best interests and efficiency of the
, government printing office.'
It Ilso, so says the reaolution, tends
to "prejudice the standard and inde-
pendence of an American citizen."
The resolution calls on the feder-
ation to investigate, through its ex-
ecutive council, the general policy of
Stillings toward the employes of
i the office, and commends that "heads
tsf departments removed from posi-
tions by reason of refusal to stultify
themselves by siding in such meth-
ods be offered every crotection by
the American Federation of Labor."
pack of this resolut;on is a sus-
picion on the part of trade unionists
that the proposed weeding out pro-
cess ie a ruse to cover the discharge
of union employes. It is probable
that the "open shop" policy announc-
ed by President Roosevelt in the Mill
er case will come in for its share of
comment when this resoluiton is tak-
en up.
ot employes whose services can be
Congrattslations and Criticism.
(Pans Post )
We congratulate Murray on its
good judgment on vot;ag to issue
bonds for wate: works and electric
light plant to be owned by the city
but we were surprised at the failure
-to vote for the issue of brnde to buiid
a new courthouse. How they can be
satisfied with the present arrange-
ment is a mystery.
DOING WELL
•
SCHEDULE TIME RESUMV.r) BY
THE N. C. & ST. L. RAIL-
ROAD
The Illinois Central Traans Continue
With Slight Delays, But Irnrnov
ing Every Hour.
The huge appreciation by the pub
1.c at triffic resumption Was evidenc-
ed yesterday by the hurol:e4s eurrteig
into and going out of this c y over
the N. C. & St. L For the frst time
since last week the N. C. & St. L.
had every train in and out of the o;ty
on time, running through to their
termines upon the schedule, the
tracks having all been tepairad.
The I. C ic getting in good shaoe
also, although the trains are a Ltd-
late. Yesterday thc non train for
St. Louis by way of Brookport left
here and got by Reevess011e, Simpson
and other points where the washed
out roadbeds had been repaired. The
incoming passenger due at 3:35 p. m,
from the same way got here on time.
The traffic out and into the city
13 proving very heavy, :s hundreds of
traveling men have been waiting here
and at other points for the
roads to repair their tracks, they pre-
ferring to await resumption of traffic,
rather than get out on the road and
have to waste days on sidetracks
and getting around washouts.
An. idea of the imrnelloy of the
new Cunardcr. Mauretania "rn...y be
gathered from the length of her ca-
ble. This is about 1900 feet long, and
weighs with its shaelci..s Li() tens.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson Sts
2 pkgs. Macaroni oc Spaghetti for tsc MEMORY IS MONEY 
12Yec
3 lb can Strawberry Beets, per
21 a lb cans Hi-Lo Making Powder
for. sot
Florida Oranges, per dozen Ise
The Famous White House Coffee
3 lbs for  
$2.004 lbs. Soda Crackers for . 25c
New York Fancy Buckwheat Flour,
per lb . . . ... 5c
6 Bars Octagon Soap and s bar
White Floating Soap for 25c
z toe Bottle Extra for . Sc
sc Bottles Etxract for . sc
Just received a new supply of
Breakfast Foods from Battle Creek,
Michigan, as follows:
Zwelback. Oat Meal Wafers, Break-
fast Toast. Pratase, Salted Rut Rut-
ter, Gramase Flakes; Granata, Cocoa.
Fancy Reindeer Green Beans just
in, per can . . ..zoc
Sweet Potatoes, per peck zsc
Large Fancy Michigan Irish Pots-
toes, per peck 20C
Fresh Country Meal, per k isc
To Taxpayers:
You are hereby respectfully notified
that the last half of your City Tar
Rill is now due.
This friendly reminder is to gnarl
you against forgetfulness, and ma*
szoice you a Ten Per Cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earliest
convenience, that your may avoid the
crowd and delay of the last days
Yours very truly,
JOHN J. DOR IAN,
City Treasurer.
Ncw is the tune to get a bottle ae.
Matti], Efinger db, Co.
tindertakers and Embalmers.





OFFICE PHONE slia-a RESIDENCE PHONE 'Is,
Now is the time for you to fill you' c 'al ho-use. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
Kentucky am Ylinois Coal
Also dealer ir LIME an -CEMENT_ Agent f-n Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT,"
h M. Cunningham,
Phones: Olo 9604 .New 245. - - Thi--teenth and Adams mrdtet





We t milicild the usc of
if.nry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . application . for •
chapped or cracked shin or lips.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smootpes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
gre,c-y. Rubs right into the
skin








Lecause it irons smothly, not
roues.
Second.
The button holes, or stet
hol^s match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either ,tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen i miss-
ing
other like it in West Ken-
itsc:y. Satisfy yourself by





Must Prins Paid for Second-Haad
MOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything.
I 11-330 Court Street t)10 Phone
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
•LIVER. OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky„ rear bent
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room xis eraternity
New 'Phone its. Old 'Phone 4114
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS frIE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INC.70RPORA TED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
J. C Flournoy (ecti Its
FIA)UR !MY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms co, Is &d la, Colemusa Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
C. VANNif G SEARS, M.D.
Office 1107 Moyors St.
Totopime 377.
Rivers, 1. D.
Rodiderr, T20ELE 'HONES: 
)ff•ce se,
OFFICE iso NORTH FIFTH
dilLBEN . PARIELEY









Practice is all the courts of the
state. Both phoaes 31.
Rooms 1, a sod 3 Register Bead'
ine. fag (-3 Broadway.





Room J09 Fraternity Building.
°Sae 'phose Old 33t R Residence
'phone old 464
• R. T LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practic- in all courts of Ke
beam.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Or. Rivers & Rivers, 111
North Fifth. Both Mopes
Residence io.et ulay. tImi Film( Oise
DR. W. C. IDNIAMEL
(Homeopathist)






Wilideve enlarged our business and
gre ptcpared to turn out more and
ninfiROUND TRIP From grade work. Cleaning, DyingUU LOUISVILLE Island otep-aring.
Pampa, Punta Gorda, St. K. C. Rose, Prop.
Petersburgh, Orlando '




• • A1111 '
Queen & Crescent Rite
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates on
November 6th and aoth to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama.
deorgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebrashe
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
stop-avers in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
Far Illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or address,
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street.
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passen-
ger Agent, 234 Fourth street.
Louisville, Ky.
J. G. BEAM, Ti.. Assistant General
RRIP,1 P••• Spent qt Untie Mn.
e Wric o'er
;so South Third St
Eacursion Rates on
1111Thee Rive' Eli
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage Um:
Unlimited ticket Siseo meals sad
berth he:boded.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over Si.", each, without
mesh; Ss.00 with mssis.
Good music on all the boats. For
urtever particulars see
IL FOWLER, Gin. Pass. Apia
or °WEN FOWLER, City Pass
Arent. ro.on.
Free Dirt
Parties wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS. BRIDC-VS & SON.
rartors..
The Itreellinit Welcome and Stand-
ing Which They Find in Sa-
lons at Court.
In England and In London where so
many different 'social wheels tit welti
wheels, there still exist some very clos.
and carefully preserved circles. These
are. for the most part, composed of the
members of very old and very proud
English nobility and gentry, and this
enteric) of families la as haughtily re-
served and as exclusive as the carefully
hedged about aristocracy Of Austria or
old Francs, says Lab Ihnome, In
Ainalee's.
Regarded, bessraver, es • whole, I do
not think I can truthfully say that 14)11 -
don society is vitte so dillkiult to ester
or so chary of arm blood and newcom-
ers as is the accredited sad empowered
and established smart set which ruler
and regulates in, let as say, New York.
In the first place London society hi
much too big and made up of too many
differsat elements order paies?•altsl•
ty to examine into and coasider the an-
tecedents and qualifications Of every
man and woman who knocks for admis-
sion to its agreeable cleric It welcomes,
with hearty greeting, all amusing,
cheerful, interesting Individuals, who
conduct themselves decorously, and •
greet part Of Its pleasantness Iles In the
fact that it includes artists, authors, ac-
tors, statesman. dusky-skinned oriental
princes, se well as the fairest and ga)
eat of American beauties, in Its drawing
rot= gatherings
Nothing, I think, is more distinctive
of what we might call the open door
of good tsshiosable London sactety, as
contrasted with that Of America, than
the excellent welcome and Mending
which the weU bred and well bars Jews
find not only in the salsas et Nitrate in-
dividuals, but it wart es well.
No descendente of the takow voy-
agers of the Coneuerar hold better so-
cial positions than do the Rotluschli4
fatally, for example. the Beseorms, 01
:he BlacholIesbeinut I do not think vs
can lust find their equals &atom the so
dal figures in any AreeriesJI cities, wad
La2y Jessel and others of the very put'
set Hebrew blood carry their titles by
inheritance from distinguished an
honored ancestors or by marriage late
high Christianhind English families
How much the Jewish elemaat in Loa
don society makes for charm and sle
Hey is easily demonstrated 1) the ate
London and at their country homes. end patiently, for
by the dignity, &reel. aplomP
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
hostesses; and in this and In the ready
.trienditneee with which we are apt to
morn the stranger within our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
ample In our crowned head, not only ul
the kingdom, but of oar social wor.W
as well.
Every man who has lived in mantle'
ern Montana for any length of time,
e:pctially if he enjoys the hunting ste
rice told by the old-timers, has heard
of the "phantom moose," which make•
his home at the head of Wise river
and has defied the efforts of all the,
hunters of Montana to slay
Just recently the hunting fever was
deve:opeci in Butte by the unnatural
cold weather which prevailed, and
around a steam register in • popular
resort s crowd had gathered and
among other things the story of the
famous moose of the head of the Wise
river came up for discussion, and ft
was up to a man who has been resi-
dent of Montana for over 40 years Ps
tell the following story concerning the
famous animal.
"When .eennack was Sort founded,
when the gravel bars and rimrock
along Grasshopper creek were turning
out thousands of dollars every day, I
eaw as wileortualt. fte Making my
livelihood with my rifle 'and I forsook
the diggings of the goldseekers and
established a camp near the warm
springs which are at the head of the
Grape hopper.
"I had scarcely made more than one
or two hunts in th# mountains which
livide the bead of the Grasshopper
from the Wise river until I totted
the track of a big bull tams., wIricis
made a track in the soft grouse as
big as an ordinary work ox of Moe
days.
"One day when I was the Islet ex.
pectin( it I found the big boll and
his consort wallowing is a swamp less
than 100 yards away. Taking as good
alai as possible with my old miamie.
loading rile, which, by the war, wee
loaded with • ballet iosiahad with
bankskin. I pu)led tbs hair trimsr.
sad when the smoke rolled alms there
was an animal floundering in the
marsh, sad when I ran to it with a
cry of exultation I found It wag the
cow, who at this instant I had pulled
the trigger had hits:mooed her bulk
between me and my quarry. She gave
up her life to save the one who had
lorded it over her.
-Two days later I was at the swamp
where I had killed the cow, hiding in
the willows leas than 100 yards swat
for the signs told me that the old be
had returned and was grieving &roues*
the offal which was all that remained
of his companion of many • wandering
perb entertainments which the heads tt through the timber and swamps of the
the Rothechilds and Biselsoffeatielm
Wise river.
families give throughout the season in
"For fully
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
Natural Beauty sail Caermfug Cli-
mate of the Faison' 3a-
den-
Baden Baden. world-famed for its
curative waters. Is exquisitely fait Is
Its natural beauties, and Is the bents,
artistic oars Oren it by man through
a long street!' of years. ft offers some
thing to everyone imperially* natural
beauty to the lover at seemerf, bits al
quiet woodland, and rates rick is saga
for the student of the past, a elarmina
climate and, while shorn of Its formes
glamour of wickedness; in gaining life,
Its handsome gardess, fine hotels and
gorgeously palatial no bold quits
enough to esittee the lover of pleasere
and frivolity for a stay of savers! insect,
writes Grace Isabel Oolbron, is roar
Track News.
The gay life thr-o Ince rowed up and
down the Lichtenthaler Alley, with its
broad roadway and splendid prom
entule, and circulated in and abont the
terrace and great halls of the casino
when the gaming tables attracted the
devotees of pleasure from all the esp.
Stale of Europe. sum graces Bade.
Baden during the three weeks of the
anmmerracing season. Many crowned
heads of greater and less &etre* can
be seen there at that time; King Hd
weed of England, when prince of Wales,
was a faithful visitor. Although the
gaming tables have been suppressed, an
evening in the, Baden-Baden casino eel,
bears a stamp of mundane brilliancy
which does no injustice to the traditions
of Use oast.
Tyrant Mehl&
A veritable slave driver swops
Flora's children is s certain little ambid
called nodding lsdleW treaties," re.
rearited a bedding Wane& '"Wheu the
busy bee knocks at her does and stoke
for breakfast Mrs. N. L 11— tells him
to go to the basement door. Passing
down the raoeme of blossoms, the be
at length comes to the lowest and °legit
flower. There she thrusts her Mamie In
through the furrowed meta and is.
lenses a miniature cargo of neuter. Am
lag taken to heart the Isom tbst ley
ors must sot be choosers,' she gem at
owe to the bummer door Of the asitt
member of tato tautly sod pave ftw
otter sip of mortar ey fertilizing this
flower with the pollen brought from the
other. And se site gots systetootteadry
If nneoniciously belie/Mope is reality of
orthttl, which would clitagyear from the
face ofthe earth vomit net for thrusts
It spreads for the Industrious bes, its
moral seems to be:: 'If you can't do yOtir
own work, get some one to do It Pot
Loud Report.
Ida—It was her ffrst bean and the amt
Unit she was ever kissed.
Ertna---Gradoust And did Nile keep
the kiss a, seetwIT
"T chop' 1 ray nnti Rhe oPone I VI*
" .11 „L,., t4j*
six hours I waittd ine
the old bull to t•om• to
the trysting place, and when my pe
Uence was almost gone far in the dis-
tance came the plaintive cry of •
moots minas for its mate Nearer
and nearer came the sound. and with
its approach I trained my rifle spas
a dump of bushes through whit& 1
felt morally certain the bull weld
°otos as be approached Use egrealle
Presently I sould bear the mayolsg
of twigs sad the goessissh taldy
raced up and down my back an la-
st-ant Later as the biggest mows I had
ever seas is my life pushed his way
through the willows, calling piteously
all the while, and stood for a monsat,
broadside on, ism than lie yard,
away. Only for a moment did he
hesitate and then stepped terwsrd to
where the skull of his mats was tying
and be licked It fondly with his
tongue, as If he could bring life Owe
into the senseless brainpan. Then lb
was that I realized that I was then
to shoot this monarch of the forest
and I pulled the trigger
"Intuition told me that something
was wrong. All that I could see was
a flash of lire and a roar of artillery
Consciousness faded away and I knew
nothing for a space which seemed as
eternity Finally I became consclow
of an intense pain and when I opened
my eyes there was darkness on every
hand and through the trees ahoy( in.
a glimmering of starlight told me that
night bad fallen upon the earth. My
right arm was toeless by my side
and my head was torn mid painful
and dried blood upon it showed that
I had been sorely hurt. With extreme
difficultj I moved myself and found
that my right arm was broken at the
elbow, there was a lump under my
right ear big as an apple, my right
eye was nearly torn from It. socket
and my gun had been through an ex
plosion—it had been burst from muz-
zle to breech. Every cartridge In the
magazine had P ploded at the tie,'
when I attempted to shoot the oiii
moose, with disastrous results to my
"Just two years ago I took my last
hunt after the animal. I found wiser',
be had been wallowing in the swami,
where he and I had met 40 vette.; ago,
and there I resolved I would mop,
him again and 1-,yr. out the grlirlr.:-
which I had cherished so long against
his big carcass. It was in the ttmc
e the harvt moon. whisn the !
were flooded, with a brilliancy that a-a-
almost equal to the day. In the same
thicket of willows where I had hid
den many years ago I took my stand,
this time being armed with. a 20-30
smokeless, as deadly a weapon as is
known teeday. I did not have long
to wait.
"Time after time I fired, until all my
cartridges were gone, but still the
mooee stood unharmed, and then, after
he was satisfied that he could not find
his mate in that swamp bet turned and
reentered the willows, calling, railing,
calling for the answer which never
came, and then I knew that the story
told me by the hunters of thp Wise
river of a moose living there which
was a phantom one, which could not
be killed by man or beast was a true
one and that the noble old animal, still
tree to Ms lost mate, weadered the
hilts and swamps and nmesdows of the
Wise river, ever looking for qv* mots









It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
IWO 4••••••••••••
Sart Today to Save a Little





WOOS- • • • • • • • • • ...... ,•••
TEE OLDEST coorrimous H ONSET
PAWN BROKER
eMNI BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON I
ALL VALIUM-IA
I. COHEN




OF FINE PICTURES AND
PICTURE MOULDING
WE WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN SHOWING YOU EVERTTISIIMS
IN STOCK WE ARE HEADQUARTES FOR NEARLY 1111111.
FOR NEARLY EVERY GRADE AND STYLE OF PICTS/NI
MOULDING MANUFACTURED, AND 01/1 PATTERNS ARE ISM
THE ONES THAT BELONG TO BARGAIN SALES ALTHOUG111
ARE MAKING BARGAIN PRICE S ON THEM. OUR ASSOME.
M ENT OF PICTURE MOULDING IS SO EXTENSIVE MST
YOU WILL NOT BE CONFINED TO A FEW PATTERNS FROM
WHICH TO SELECT. THE DESIGNS ARE EXCLUSIVE, AND
THE COLORINGS HARMONIZE PERFECTLY. WE WILL TARE
PLEASURE IN TELLING YOU WHICH SHADE OF MOULD1W11
INTLL HARMONIrE BEST WITH YOUR PICTURES.
JUST RECEIVED, NEW AND ORIGINAL PICTURES RI
PASTELS, WATER COLORS AND BURNT ETCHINGS, BE Mar'
TO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS, AS THERE IS ONLY ONE OF A
KIND. 4
THE PRICES OF OUR PICTURE MOULDINGS, Pei
FRAMES, ANY STYLE AND COL OR PtAtItlE FROM s CENTS
FOOT UP TO 75 CENTS PER FOOT. PICTURES FOR ss OWN











Loided Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.


















a ucah Transfer Cempam
(Incorporated
NER AL CARTAGE' BUSINESS.
SUPEU:OR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING ritEIGHT. 
MACHIN
RY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND M01. ROE. BOTH 
PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
WA WI ire I 11 & fib P"




It is neither economy nor good taste
to put a poor cover over a good set of
works. •
A good case is alwaysadvisable, par-
ticularly If the works are first class.








Has taw minors fer dm radium Meese bone emdisesed With
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Or estimates aa Phamblag and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER.
ps Kentucky Amine. tip ONO1 ourth Street BotL Phonies so.
Caron Directory Company
Of LoilsvIlle, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah • a -ATIr
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Padacals, we
basatiptaosd copies of the directories of the cities named below in the morn.
klergiatar o ice at 523 Broadway, where the public is invited to candesiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
ME sari' CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
014E-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List oilDirectories on File






















r KANSAS CITY, LAS.
KNOXVILLE. TENN.



































DIRECTORY FOR :906-07 ON
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS.
Report of Geological Survey on Inves-
tigations of Deposits in This
Country.
— -
The geological survey hes issued a
supplementary report on its investiga
Goa of the bleak sand deposits an
promises further information as *nu
work progresses. It was not under-
stood when the work was started how
widespread the demand would be for
tests and inforuaation nor how valua-
ble the sands would prove. But it ham
develciped into a work of magnitude
and importance.
Dr. David T. Day of the survey has
had charge of the experimental work
from the sta.rt. The survey has eo far
shand.led about ono-,thlrd of tha depths,
its in the United States, and managed
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast
about six weeks longer than the ap.
proprlation was expected to run the
party. Since the first report on the
work was made, the investigation ham
been principally conlined to the exam-
ination of large collections of concen-
trates collected by the survey and con-
tributed liy various mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the sands
will doubtless be commercially valua-
ble. Inquiries have been addressed to
several of the const.mers of these arti-
des, and it has been found that there
will be aready market for them.
• htosealte from the Paclik beaches
contains various percentages of thorn'.
end in the manufacture of Incandes-
seat sat mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally. pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
Ms bean experimented with In the
.maaufacture of refractory furnme lin-
ings in California, No previous use
lad been found for ilmenite, but on re-
ceipt of samples at certain eastern
manufactories it was found that it was
adaptable to certain electrical purposes.
Its utilization from the black sand die
pende on favorable freight rates, and
them are being emelt. Magenite has
been found, and is manufactured into
satisfactory pencils for arc lights, and
also has been suocesseuhy used in steel
manufacture•
It is thought that the fleet urgent
deaciency bill will contain a provisioe
for continuing the work.
CANADIANS AND AMERICANS
Difference in Nodes et Living and
Doing lhestneen of the Tye
People.
• Writing of the dlier, _ee Mewed,
Canadian. and Americana a some
spondee t says: 'Ilse 4 I inmeams am
mostly of dm, the saperb mil-cen-
&demo of the avows Alawians Pow
an. m sik• "albs shrewd, the hemmed
obtrusiveness of akildrea, the perpsep
ml degeneracy of toseination but
storrtallins--lbass oktraolerfaSm ass
lass marked ia Ossada Gum te the
states. la fast, Canada pressen as
yet a ash•Anarieem variety at Methane.
tine, though In mese wars regidig so
et zu ,Lataag to the stabs& Ph Weeny
the Otkaa&lika -- to be a simnaMi
Mock al kosirlar Wild, dower menu
and Imo ser•••• Lt .2 the Amargosa.
This Is parigailarly applimble le the
woes. whinie jimittete-nte sad c,eviie-
siialos are col.eter, end who are w.t.ii•
r.:ed look in the eyes eaten
star'.• so classy Anseriesos.
".t may be that Cie (*leer al:asete
asersisas ••••• 1•••teralag inflames,
het probably the chief explaaatIsa of
them cifferesees lies la the fait that
trod: tAare me teve terse Miles, mil
eves the fiweitsm Is them allia• heap
up a more acestaist coseast with assn.
try life. Nowhere in Caaadlan antes
does oaa use the profusion of lunar,
and name vialbla in New Yeah or Ohl-
sago; though most per emu Is live
:a fair mailist, there is as Man at
milltoontsas dominating 'maiaty' mad
makias the tarn sad pees ter servile
ittitatios among the left waster
classes.
"kbietne mei fishiest. with their slo
conenselments of camping out, play a
I
large part fa the national life. sport
not having degenerated into the mare-
most Canadians ere oovintry born and
ly gambling and spectatortal habits.
Altogether the Canadian lives a health-
ful life. Orras busy cities like Torimts
and Montreal conduct their business
11•5 more quietly than cities of cowrie
appending caliber In the United States."
garriage Llomises Abridged.
Consul Conant, of Windsor, morel
that the secretary's department of the
province of Ontario is endeavoring
prvent the Issuing of marriage II-
ceases at frontier points in that prom.
inoe to persons from the 'Amerlean
side, which is a flourlshing busts:ma.
particularly at Wihdeor. The attor-
ney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licensee should
not be issued. In general the relies
of the attorney general is that the Il-
se* should not be issued to people
who are not bona tide residents of the
pros-tree. and the provincial secr, tary's
departtuent will try to enforce this
ruling. License issuers and minis-
ters on the frontier will naturally stif-
fer floancially. and those at Windsor
to a greater extent than others.
Greatest Floating Dock.
By the end of 1907 the port of Ham-
an" _ burg will possess the greatest floating
aock in the world. It is now under
constrnetIon at Hamburg, and is to
have an accommodation capacity of











faith healers, and mgr. kind of toed!.
ail fcrax.k.
State of death'.
Your police and lire departmental
seam to bold each other in summate
contempt." observed the visitor in
Plunkville.
"Well, yes; there is a little feeling
of that sort," acknowledged the na-
tive Plunkvillian. "You see, our po-
lies station got robbed about a month
ago and a week later our Sr. engihs
home burned down."—Chicago Sun.
Huh?
Miss Pounden-Thump—You're not a
music lover, I'm afraid.
Mr. Foote-Innit — Indeed I am.
What makes you think I'm not?
Was P.-T.----I thought you looked
bored while I was playing.
Mr. F.-J.—I may have looked bored.
but I do love music. — Cleveland
Lender.
Zaloicing.
I sat behind • theater hat.
And as I heard the way
The actors talked, how glad I was
I couldn't atm the play,
—Puck
A CHANGE GE PBOGILLMNI.
Mike- --it's always the unexpected
vat 'anoens. last night I went 'oms
thinking the milieus woull 'it me with
the poker.
Jock—And she didn't?
Mike—No; she It me with the dab
tram and' an old boot Wot is a mu
to do?
An Achievement.
In language, strop:. truth to tell,
He must ?Lave studied long and 1•011.
II" can recite and also spelt
A cusrplica(ed ou,.tge )elL
—Washington Star.
Commonplace.
"What sort of a monument has she




"Mow lacking Is distinction' I looked
to her to hit upon something which




Mts. Dearborn—I bear your ticn
band has opened a law office.
Mrs. Waeash—Yes, he has.
-How is be getting 1110-T?"
-Oh. he Is doing nicely, thank you.'
"Who is he dein.; nicely?" — Yon.
ken s Statesman.
Do It Now.
Customer Why don't you tack up
this "Do It Now" motto? It's beea
lying around on the counter for a
month I
Grocer Wa-al, I'm a-goin' tew tack
It up sometime—if I ever frit to it:—
Judge-
An Exception.
"Masfortnnes.'' growled the pessi-
mist. "always come in pairs—"
"Oh. I don't know," -remarked Jack-
eon Trays. "I've won a number of
pretty good pots with pairs."--Phlin
delphia Press.
Grand Laiceny.
14•--Suppose I steal a kiss?
litto—Ole that would be petty lar-
ceny:
tie—Anti suppose I steal a hundred?
Slit —Oh, that would be grand, of
course.—Judge.
As Ar:anged.
First Pickpocket—Here he tomes,
now!
Second Pietpocket—All right. You
keep a watch on Im while I take
eaten off 'ira!—Cassell's.
Testlanonial.
"I'm told that Dr. Yarbdiggle's
medicine is mighty good for rheuma-
tism. Vatit do you think about it:"
"I ausDect It is. My rheumatistu
seemed to thrive on it."—Chicago Sun.
Parfactly Cafe.
Him—. -.under it It would be safe
for me to st2a! a kis.;?
Her--Oh! tew can you ask sach a
ettestion then I am helpless and
1f,,nr.--C!trOn1d Lender.
The liarber—Shamrxio? No— Sheet
1 singe the ends of the hair?
Elderly Varty—Say, do I look as if
I had hair to burn?—Life.
His Own Estimate.
"He can't velue himself highly."
Y—Why not?
"Because he's always giving himself
ta
What Did Ea Expect?
"I thought he was going on a polar
cpedition?"
"Ha was: but he got cold feet."
—Housl'ul Post.
A Maker.
Bill—What is your wife's idea of
['Mem football?
.1111-0h, there'a not enough
• it to suit her.—Yonkers Statesman.
ILLINOIS awnig.• RAILROAD TIME TABLE
comma, 'KAI, 30, 1906.
souers BOUND No. tot No. to3 No. 1st
Leave Cincinnati . 8:2o a.m. 6:oo pas.  ... •
Leave Lot:laving. .   12:01 pan. 9:40 p.m. yigo a.m.
Leave Owensboro 6:30 p.m. 9soo Ulla.
L‘ave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. 12708 LIM. II:05 SAL
Leave Central City . 3:32 p.m. T :o3 a.m. isjo pale.
Leave Nortonvillc ,.  4:cle P.m. 140 am. i :a8 p.m.
Leave Evansville  12:30 p.m. 4:40 p.12. 8:90 are
Leave Nashville  7:00 p.m. li:o5 a.i.e.
Leave Hopkinsville • 945 p.m. 11:20 11.01
Leave Pr weasel"  4:55 P.12- 2:27 aeln. 2:45 pat_
Arrive Paducah  6:ic .in. 340 .in, 4:15 p.m.
Leave Paducah ....  6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m. 4;s0 p.rt,
Anive Fulton  7:20 p.m. 4:50 am. 6:00 PAU
Arrive G:bbs, Tenn.  8:06 p.m. 5:51 a.m.
Arrive Rives  •. 8:13 p.m. 6:ot a.m.
Arrive Jackson  7:15 Lin
Arrive Memphis - s•io p.m 8:20 a.m.
Arrive New Orleans  10.35 a.m. 8:15 p.m.
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. tos No. 1211
Leave New Octane  7:10 9.111, crts amt.  
Leave Memphis •  0:45 a.m. 111:513 p.m. ..... ,..
Leave Jackson, Tenn.  8:07 a.m. to:10 p.m.  
Leave Rives  11:58 p.m.
Leave Fulton  10:15 E.M.. 12:35 a.m. 6vo a.m.
Arrive Paducah  t 1 :so a.m. 1:43 a.m. 740 ailL
Leave Paducah  )125 &M. 148 a.m. 7:50 tia.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m. 3:03 a.m. 9:29 11.11L
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:i5 p.m. 5:20 a.m.
Arrive Nashville ...  9:25 p.m. 8:zo a.m.
Arrive Evansville • 3:45 P.m 945 a.m.  .
Arrive Nortenvnle  1:28 p.m. 3:51 a. 11), 1 ei:35 &M.
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m. 4:30 a. M. 11:30 &IL
Arrive Horse Brands  306 p.m. 5:18 3.111 saw p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  '4:55 p.m 8:oo a.m. *4:55 pa.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 p.m. 7:50 am 4:55 ram






Arrive St. Louis 
SOUTH /SOUND




No. 306 No. 374
1240 p.m. 4:20 p.m
4:25 P-In. 840 p.m.  
6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m. 




11 . aL. %..3 a.01  a
1100 am.,3:3S
IIIINIRO-NASHVILLE LINE,
NORT BOUND toz-8oi 135-835
Leave Nashville   8:to syn. 
Leave Hopkinsvi.le  11 :20 a.m. 6:4o a.m.
Leave Princeton  23,5 pan 7:45 a-rn•
Arrive Paducah  4 15 p.m. 925 CIO
Leave Paducah  6:i5 p.m. 9:30 2.II1
Arrive Cairo • 7 :45 p.m. 11:10 cis.
A're've St. Louis  7:20 &at 41**










Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m. Pni
473:4443:15a Pilp:m7m:.
7:45 am)Arrive Paducah 
leave Paducah 7:50 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  9.49 am.
Arrive Hopirinseilk  6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 pm.
Trains market; (*) rue daily except Sunday. All other trams roc
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Ciscinsat
Memphis and New Orleans; train. I 1 and 102 Peepers between Louis-
ville. Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers betwers
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicair
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent. City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, union Depot, Padccab, Ky
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., LotirrEle, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A.4emphis, Tron
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A-, Cakago, IL






REAL 4€1 TATE AGENCr
PADUCAH REAL frS 'ESTERN KENTUCKY ?ARM ; '
incetnny PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTlidENT. W.N
KFIkITUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAI AND PRICE asr
FREE TO EVERYBODY SEND FOR :IT.






Steam and Hot Water Hullo 1,
Phone 133. 220 N. 1: ird
411Leetten:.'.•_,A. elLee-IlLee4‘14 elletelLet4t-e4WeEettrceeftkere4E..-estit-o,a444041111












Y :How U Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak R Sash, Doors'Pi le Poplar Beech Walnut Elm Interior
Finish
GUM, BEECH OIL OAKIFLOC1INGAND MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWINIBRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
Beth Phones 26 We Are Making Very Low PriceseonlHouse Bills. 438 South Second "
71
PRESCRIPTIONS RIVER. NEWS
WHEN YOU ARE SICK YOUR
DOCTOR GIVES YOU A PRE-
1011tIPTI3N, WHICH IS NOTH-
ING MORE THAN AN ORDER TO
• DRUGSTORE FOR THE MEDI-
CINES YOU NEED.
MB FILLING OF THIS ORDER
CORREC r LY, HOWEVER, RE-
MOIRES TECHNICAL TkAINING
IS WELL AS YEARS OF PRAC-
TIPCAL EXPERIENCE.
WHEN YOU BRING YOUR
X
SCRIPTIONS TO US THEY
PTLLED BY MEN WHO









* lbs. Granulated Sugar for....$1.00
aelb bag Omega Flour for  75c
packages Oriole Seeded Raisins 25c
s package Currant for  asc
• Cakes German Sweet Chocolate 35c
41b Cake Bakers Premium Cho-
colate for   t5c
lb. Shredded Cocoanut for  25c
Mani Mailaw Candy, per lb  9oe
Shelled Raisens, per lb IOC
lbs. London Layer Raisins for.  25C
irarge Queen Olives in bun., per
quart   75c
I;ancy Wine Sap Apples, a peck 25c
toe packages Durham's Cocoa-
nut tor  t5c
cans Ferndell Asparagus Tips 95c
Oh can Monarch Cut Asparagus
Tips for 25t
'Sark Brown Sugar for Fruit Cakes,
per pound  OC
J 1.1lb. cans Ferndell Salmon for a5c
s ernes Lemons., per dozen .... 15c
se cans Little Fellow Peas for.... 25c
iweet Chow-Chow in bulk, per qt. 25C
inc bottles Vanilla Extract for tsc
?earl Meal, per peck  I 5c
a packages"Jello. any flavor for  tsc
Neff. with 1 lb. can Red Cross Bak-
ing Powder, a handsome picture
framed complete soc
"The Pilgrim', Progress" has been
-translated into 203 language. and dia-
,
-1-l. your grocer hardware dealer









STAND THE TEST OF
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO
SEAMS TO COME UN-
GLUED QUALITY AND
DURABILITY C NS I D-
ERED, OUR RUBBER
GOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
EST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.




Commodore (..ven Fowler has
received a mess:. e from Capt. Rig&
who stated that camer Chatta-
nooga would ar. .re the last of
next .veck iron ...1.,:.sonville, Ind.
where she has ! een- undergoing re-
pairs, and leaves this city December
on her initial triu. When she re-
sumes her regul-r tv• :ness between
here and the city of Chattanooga, enn.
up the Tennesse river. This is the
new company's boat entering the
trade, and shortly they will have an-
other boat to run from here to
Chattanooga. This second craft is the
J. A. Patton, which is now being
built at Jeffersoaville, and will be
here some time the middle of next
month. The boats will then make
weekly trips out of here fbr that city.
NI; Fowler is the agent of the local
interests for the new line, which is
hacked by heavy capital.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
•ieaurer Kentucky gets out for the
Tennessee river. She comes back from
that stream next Thursday night.,,
The steamer Dick Fowler skip(oat
for Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock
and conies back tonight about to
o'clock.
The Joe Fowler left yesterday for
EransviDe and comes back tomor-
row. She then lies until Monday
morning before skipping out on her
return trip.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day iron: Evansville and gets out
immediately.on her return that way.
The Dudley leaves Nashville today
gets here tomorrow, and leaves Mon-
day for Clarksville.
The Georgia Lee passed up yester-
day bound for Cincinnati front Mem-
phis.
The City of Salon° and City of
Memphis v. '1 arrive from the Ten-
nessee river tomorrow night, bring-
ing here th. Iowa delegation, which
taken the train for home. The Sal-
goes o through to St. Louis on
her revile"- trip.
.as ems Sups a miss al d
ow am; assrara Ask gmer
weer kst
Trial Marriage a Subterfuge for No
Marriage.
(Cliicag Examiner.)
A lady prominent in New York so-
ciety has written a book advocating
trial anarriagaa.
If she were not a prominent lady
nobody would pay attention to the
book. As it is the book has created
furore from Heil Gate to the Golden
Gete.
If Mrs. Parsons belifves in limited
marriages, if she is logical, she be-
lieves in no marriage Mrs. Parsons,
however, is too much of a lady to
advocate in cold type a system of no
marriage.
If we are to have limited marriage
wily any marriage?
Limited marriages belong to the
time when men lived in caves and
had hair two or three inches long from
the tut' the': heads to the soles of
their
Limited marriages followed no mar-
riages. Then is people got civilized
entered into a sort of limited marriage
scheme was part of savagery and it
was dropped.
Mrs. Parson, idea not new. It
as old a: Abraham, who himself
entered into a :ort of limited marriag
agreement with Hagar and then aban-
doned her.
Mr. George Barnard Shaw and Mr.
George 'Meredith advocated the same
thing that Mrs. Parsons advocates.
Shaw. of coarse, has no opinions
about anything. He would not be a
genius if he had opinions.
A genius has neither opinions nor
convictions and generally has no
morals.
If he had these things he would
be a sensible man and cease to he
genius.
There is nothing novel in Mrs. Par-
sons' view. It is about as old as the
doctrine of free love and has just
about as mull merit.
The trouble wadi modern sociologi-
cal writers is that they are ignorant
of what people half a hundred thous-
and years ago tracticed. which things
were abandoned twenty-five thousand
or more year: ago.
Much of -their "new thought" is
stale old though.
OM.
The .alarics committee of Stock-
oort. ER,gland. has advanced the sal-
ary of the municipal draughtstrt.rt
$2.50 a year—about 4 cents a week.
Everv. man debtor to men to at
GENUINE1
TR ADEWATER
CAPTAIN IS 1161% W141
HEAVY LOOSER . ON FARMERS
MR. ROBERT NOBLE HAS
ABOUT boo° WORTH SUB-
MERGED CORN.
'Much Damage Bang Dona to the Riv-
er Bottom Land and Crops by
the Rising Stream.
Capt. Robert Noble, the wealthy re-
tired capitalist, who devotes his spare
moments to looking after his several
hundred acre plantation down in the
country, will prove to be one of the
heaviest local losers by the rains and
floods which have prevailed for the
past week or two. He will lose be-
tween $2000 and $3ocio as a result of
the Ohio river submerging about one
hundred acres of fine corn on his
plantation.
Mr. Noble has one orthe finest
farms to be found anywhere in the
United States It runs along the
river five miles down in the country
He has about one hundred of the
acres right along the bank in fine corn
the yield of which would have been
about seventy bushels to the acre
His men were preparing to take it in
from the fields when the big raUs
came and caused the titer to rise so
high that the fields were submerged
and nearly all ti"- corn ruined. Mr.
Noble thinks he can save some of it.
The water iS four and five feet deep
over the field now and still coming
Mr. Noble yesterday said that ev-
ery owner of river bottom land is
suffering considerably as result of
the floods, which will cost thousands
of dollars too the owners
NEGRO CONFERENCE
IN JANUARY
The leading negroes of South Caro-
lina have called a conference of their
race to be held ,n Columbia on Jan-
uary 21-24. 1007. to courtier the
"strained relations between the races",
The movement may be called a
"getting together" of the best of both
races with a view of removing causes
of possible friction between them. The
governor-elect of South Carolina has
agreed to address the meeting, while
others prominent in church and edu-
cational circles of the whites have
also consented to be present and de-
liver addresses. Among the negroes
are one or two of their bishops and
Booker T. Washington, and the
speaker on both sides have been
urged to mature well what they will
say to the end that results of last-
ing good may be accomplished.
The Tradesman cannot too strong-
iy express its anormral of this meet-
ing. It is what should have been
dose long ago throughout Ilse South
While the older clines of both whites
and blacks are yet alive in the South
and between whom there has never
existed any degree of racial antag-
onism, it is possible to bring about
better relations among the younger
generations of each race, who are
the ones ttiat are creating the friction
that is causing "strained relations"
between the races in the Sonth —
Tradesman.
Never mind if the struggle here is
hard. It will only make the rest that
is to come seem all the sweeter.
No man ever truly felt that he wag
a man until he knew that a woman
was looking to him for protection
(Continued From First .Page.)
livery man put it in the rural mail
box out in front of the farmer's
home, Butler steals :he deed from
thc box, negotiates a big loan on
strength of the deed, and then skips
at. There are tweed analia
shrewd testifies abou. los transac-
tions which he has successfully work-
ed on many Central Illinois farmers.
Watch Gone.
John 'Barker, the plasterer, noti-
tied Captain Frank Harlan yesterday
that he was working at a new house
on Fifteenth and Monroe streets, a id
had left his vest hanging on the wall
while he was engaged PC his plaster-
ing work. He noticed two strange
men lurking around :lie place, and
when he went to put on his vest, the
fine silver watch was gcne from the
pocket. He does not know who the
suspected thieves are.
Medically Charged.
H. A. N1chole and Melnina Pender-
gast, white, were arrested last even-
in t- by Officer Cross on the charge
of adultery. The man tvz.s locked up
znd woman released on bond.
The woman s the tile of J. A.
l'endergreast of Mossuri. He is blind
and yesterday morning appeared at
the City Hall, reporting that his
wile had left their home in Missossfl
and came to this city where she was
living with Nichols. The officers
started working on ihc matter and
found Nichols and Mrs Prendegrast
living in hte same house on South
Fourth near Adams street_ They were
arrested and wt11 be tried this morn-
ing. The man had just gone to work
at the Illinois Central railroad. He
is much younger than th: woman.
Bird Dog Stolen.
Mr Robert McCune, the painter,
reports that someone stole his fine
b.rd dog from the yard of his home
at tps Madison street
Dance Hall Closet
Will Wood, Harry Lee and Rule
Robertson. colored, were warranted
yesterday morning by Wm. Hatha-
way, colored, who claims the three
indulged in a profane and load quar-
rel the night before a' the Odd Fel-
lows hall on Seventh and Adam
greets, where Hathway gives dances.
As result of the c implaint Chief Col-
lins issued orders that no more
dances be given there, else the place
will be raided.
—We sell kiiiiling and G. R Gray
Co.'s soot destroyer at Jake Bieder-
man Gm. and Bak. Co.
The education committee of the
London county council has decided
to recommend to the council that
classes for the study of the Irish lan-
guage and literature be opened hi the
publk elementgry schools of Fine-
bury, Islington, St. Panesas asi Step-
ney.
Mrs. Maitland Alexander, the heir-
cress to $10,000,000. whose husband
is pastor of the First Presbyterian
church in Pittsburg, the most fash-
ionable in that city, has been practi-
cally ostracized by her social circle
because, she rode man fashion at it
horse Acne at Sewickley recent*
Had .there been no Doubt in the
world, Dogma would have strangletf
truth loitg ago. Iern/MMINIONIIMMINE
+++++ ++ + + + + +1 v
POPULAR WANTS.
si • • • • • + + + + + *
LOST—A letter containing Ex-
press Company receipt Return, and
get reward at this office
• ..11••••••••
LOSTiAA folding door lies on
Broad between Second and Sixth
een Broadway and ?dadi
son. itiMice return to this office and
rrceive reward.
FOR RENT -Elegant flats, Sev-
enth and Broadway Apply to B. H.
SCOTT.
WANTED--Local men in every
town in the United States to distri-
bute advertising matter; no Calrralli-
mg; permanent $3 daily. Harry Cen-
t ris, allicago
FOR RENT—On apartment es
.fooreiVlats. Apply 607 N. Sixth at
FOR engraved cards, give your
Dsristania order to Paducah Printing
nd ligak-Binding Co. Phone on
avert Accountant
Will peat, examine, systemstire and
audit books by the day, week, or the
ttiOuR FAVORS
111Y lONOLilE
((Continued from Page One )
the system paid for out of the city
treasury, and the city electric light
wires can be run through it Hi
idea is to then adopt ordinances tom
pelling every telephone, telegraph
and electric light company to put
their wires under ground. As it
wadi be too meek expense for mach
..eparate company to lay its whine
itduit system they could use that
belongkng to the inseleinality. and be
diarged in twoorianor th Inv bene-
fit. derived He thin.• where the
telephone company won;.1 hate thous-
and, of wire. running through ate
underground work, they should be
charged more in proportion than the
trlegraph company which might not
have more than fifty or sixty wires
through the system.
pystem of this kind would ant
necessitate the brick : Malik
streets being torn up, as the etre-
dnits could be run underneath die
alle) s down in the central pars of
lob. Terms Reasonable the city, and let the tclephome sad
electric laght wires ent:r throve' dieityJObaudiogHN D. SMITH. Jr. !IS Fratera.
I tear of the 
Disdaing supplied with the sera 
or
ess. tritilld
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY— icoat much mosey to build a wagon
kblarbadied unmarried men between this kind, hat the city would get
Wee of at andosr citizens of United back every cent from the companies,
States, of ood character as tempt and in addition still continue owning
tete habits, who can speak, read sod it, have the city electric wee through
pelryiteto 11tieciriushit.ingF°r(Viicenfr°111: NarwtimRscl eititAyst:ifigotateviaelTey poietspObetle and overhead lias t damests::weasinbeit 00d Hew.* Psittriesh 1C•
every moment of the day and eight
KING COAL.
Old King Coil
Was a cussed old soul,
AM a cussed old soul was he—
He runs a trust
And he'd gladly bust
The whole com-me-ni-ty.
And every dealer
Plays a miehtv slick deal.
And a mighty big wisest slam) we:
Bat there's moos so slick
As can win a trick
From Old King Coal and his co-
p5-57.
—LetsievEle Poet
Kindling, kindling, kindling, at
Biederman's
Advertise in the Register and Get
btesui "
Ito pedestrains, the wires are so tbkk
I, .erhead and are fallinz
'tautly.
L Gray Co's soot destroyer Is
sold by all grocers, hardware dealses
and druggists.
— -
Arne. Melba has had her same
copyrighted in the United Semen is
erevent it being made dreadfully ems-
mon by application to all sorts of
theatrical, pharmaceutical and other
goods and prcpatatIons without her
C0011411114.
An old woman who has pest 41.24
at Wisbech, Germany, at the age SI
F4 wrote her own obit ttnie•011$02
on the day before her death abie
made a list of el the friends to skeet





Imo peaces Osspyrinia Matia, mid far sic, at
Sno pieces Cepyrigheldusie, wards age. at 
seo pieces Poopuler sod Clamical Favorites, worth sec, at....12 s-ac
so Folios of lei* III 11411 pietas in each, at roc
NeVer Again at, These Prices and Only Os*
November 30th, 11906.
EACH ASSORTMENT CONTAINS BOTH SONGS AND IX-




D. E. WILSON is) Book aib: MtirsiC MIK
AT HAILSOUR.S AR.TMENT STOME
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